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Thank you for purchasing the Inada DreamWave.
We hope the Inada DreamWave will be a valued partner in your
daily health preservation for many years to come.
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●

Please read this Operating Manual before use.
Keep this manual nearby so that you can refer to it anytime.
● This product is designed for home use.
●
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●

Please read this Operating Manual before use.
Keep this manual nearby so that you can refer to it anytime.
● This product is designed for home use.
●

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Be sure that you have read these SAFETY PRECAUTIONS thoroughly before using your Inada DreamWave for the first time. The Operating
Manual contains important information about how to use the chair safely and correctly, avoiding possible damage to property or injury
to persons using the chair and others. First of all, you should understand well the meaning of the indications and symbols described
below, which are used throughout the Operating Manual to highlight important safety instructions. Please adhere to all precautions.
Descriptions of each chair component can be found on pages 5-8.

Types of Indications
Warning

This action could result in serious injury or death.

Caution

This action could result in personal injury or damage to property.

SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS

Types of Symbols and Description
Prohibited.
Prohibited

Do not handle with wet hands.
No wet hands

Do not
disassemble

Do not wet

Do not disassemble.
Do not use in a location where the chair may become wet.

Do not use in a bathroom.
Prohibited

Required action.
Required Action

Unplug
the chair

Unplug the power plug from the wall outlet.

Remember to keep this Operating Manual in an easily accessible place.
Safety Precautions: Installation
Caution
● Do not install the chair in an area of high humidity, such as a bathroom or sauna.
Prohibited

→ Could result in electric shock or damage to the chair.

Prohibited

● Never connect the ground wire to gas pipes, water pipes,
telephone lines, or lightning rods.

● Install on a flat, level surface only.
Required Action

→ Chair could tip over accidentally if placed on an uneven surface,
resulting in an accident.

Safety Precautions: Installation
Warning

Electrical
grounding

●Space Requirements
This product must be grounded. If it should malfunction or breakdown, grounding provides a path of least
resistance for electric current in order to reduce the risk of electric shock. This product is equipped with a
cord having an equipment-grounding conductor and a grounding plug.
The plug must be plugged into an appropriate outlet that is properly installed and grounded in accordance
with all local codes and ordinances.
• Improper connection of the equipment-grounding conductor can result in the risk of electric shock.
Check with a qualified electrician or serviceman if you are in doubt as to whether the product is properly
grounded. Do not modify the plug provided with the product if it will not fit the outlet; have a proper
outlet installed by a qualified electrician. This product uses on a normal Alternating Current(AC) circuit
and has a grounding plug that looks like the plug illustrated in the figure to the right. Make sure that the
product is connected to an outlet having the same configuration as the plug. No adapter should be used
with this product.
●Always unplug this appliance from the electrical outlet immediately after using and before cleaning.

Required Action

Caution

Prohibited

Required Action
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●Do not operate under blanket or pillow. Excessive heating can occur and cause fire, electric shock, or injury to persons.
●Use this appliance only for its intended use as described in this Operating Manual. Do not use attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.
●Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or dropped into
water. Return the appliance to a service center for examination and repair.
●Do not carry this appliance by supply cord or use cord as a handle.
●Never operate the appliance with the air openings blocked. Keep the air openings free of lint, hair, and the like.
●Never drop or insert any object into any opening.
●Do not use outdoors.
●Do not operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being administered.
●Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
●An appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in. Unplug from outlet when not in use, and before putting on or taking off parts.
●Close supervision is necessary when this appliance is used by, on, or near children, invalids, or disabled persons.
●Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.
●To disconnect, turn all controls to the off position, then remove plug from outlet.
●Keep children away from extended foot support (or other similar parts).
●Connect this appliance to a properly grounded outlet only. See Grounding Instructions.
●This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge,
unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.

Safety Precautions: Before Use
Warning

Prohibited

SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS

Required Action

●The following persons must not use this massage chair:
◎Persons who have been instructed by a doctor to avoid massage therapy. Ex. Thrombosis, severe aneurism, acute varicosity, or dermatitis and/or skin
infection including inflammation of the hypodermis. ◎Persons with suspected acute neck sprain (whiplash injury)
●Do not use a power supply other than the one specified.
Model number
Power supply
→May result in fire or electric shock.
HCP-11001A
AC120V~
●Do not use with any type of transformer device.
→May result in damage to the chair or electric shock.
HCP-11001D
AC220-240V~
●Do not use the chair if the power cord or plug is damaged, or if the wall outlet connection is loose.
HCP-11001E
AC110V~
→May result in electric shock, short circuit, or combustion.
●Before each use, check for holes or tears in the fabric of the active area. Also, check the other parts for tearing. Unplug the chair and contact your
local distributor for assistance. Never use the chair with the fabric of the active area removed or with holes or tears in the fabric, because doing
so is extremely dangerous.
→Using the chair with holes or tears in the fabric could result in injury or electric shock.
●Persons with any of the following conditions should seek medical advice before using the chair:
◎Serious heart conditions ◎Sensory impairment caused by serious peripheral circulatory disorders due to diabetes and other diseases
◎ Osteoporosis, spinal fractures, acute pain and/or symptoms thereof ◎Persons being treated for personal injuries
◎High fever (38°C (100°F) or higher) Ex. Strong acute inflammation illness caused by fatigue, chills, blood pressure fluctuation, or asthenia
◎Persons in the early stages of pregnancy, or immediately after giving birth
◎Persons who have electronic medical device(s) easily susceptible to electromagnetic interference Ex. pacemaker
◎Abnormal or curved spine ◎Persons planning to use the chair for treatment or for rehabilitation purposes
◎Persons with malignant tumor(s) ◎Persons under bed rest orders
◎Persons with acute gastro-intestinal complaints or ailments such as gastritis, enteritis, or hepatitis
◎Persons under a doctor's care, or those experiencing unusual physical discomfort
◎Joint dysfunction due to rheumatism, gout, or other diseases ◎Persons with symptoms such as qualm, dizziness, or tinnitus
◎Inflammation due to sprains, muscle strain, or other injuries ◎Persons with thecitis or suspected thecitis ◎Persons with thermoanesthesia
●Elderly people and persons with weak bones should seek medical advice before using the chair, even if they do not have a specific disease.
●If your condition does not improve after use, consult a doctor or specialist.

Caution

Prohibited

Required Action

●Do not use the chair in any way not prescribed by the Operating Manual. Do not use the chair together with any other therapeutic device or with
an electric blanket.
→May result in injury or have a negative effect on health.
●Do not move the chair while someone is in it.
→Accident or injury may result if the chair tips over.
●Do not sit down on the chair while the seat back is reclined.
→Any sudden impact on the leg rest could cause damage to the mechanism. Also, an accident or injury may result if the chair tips over.
●Do not use with anything other than the accessories supplied with this product.
●Before plugging the power cord into the wall outlet, make sure that the main POWER switch is set to OFF.
→May result in damage to the chair or electric shock.
●Make sure that the plugs on the power cord are inserted fully into the cord connector and the wall outlet.
→May result in electric shock, short circuit, or combustion.
●Before using the chair for the first time, turn on all the switches in order as indicated in this Operating Manual to check that the chair is operating
properly.
●Start off with a lighter massage.
→Starting with a deep massage may result in injury. Elderly people and persons with weak bones should be especially careful when selecting
massage intensity.
●For safety, first check the position of the mechanism. If the mechanism is not in the storage position, turn the main POWER switch ON and check that
the mechanism returns to its storage position before sitting down slowly. For the storage positions, see page 7.
●Do not climb onto, stand on, sit on or otherwise subject the leg rests to a heavy load.
→Personal injury or damage to the chair may result if the chair tips over.
●If you use the chair after it has not been used for a long time, read this Operating Manual again thoroughly and check if the chair operates
properly.

Safety Precautions: During Use
Warning

Prohibited

Required Action

●Do not wrap the power cord or the remote control cord around the chair, or place the chair on top of either cord. Do not scratch, tear, treat,
unduly twist, stretch or bend the power cord or the remote control cord.
→The cords may be damaged, resulting in fire or electric shock.
●Do not spill water and/or other liquids on the chair or remote control.
→May result in electric shock, short circuit, or combustion.
●Children should not use the chair. It is advisable to keep children and pets away from the chair (especially from behind the reclining sheat
back or under the leg rest). Children aged 14 years or over should use only the Youth Program. In such a case, an adult must attend the child.
→ Could result in accident or injury.
●Do not use the chair while more than one person is sitting in it. In particular, do not use the chair while holding a small child (or baby).
→ Could result in accident or injury.
●Do not use the chair while your body is wet, or with wet hands.
→ Could result in electric shock or damage to the chair.
●Do not use the chair if the fabric is torn. If it is, unplug the power plug from the wall outlet.
→ Could result in an accident, injury or electric shock. Contact your local distributor for repairs.
●Do not release your hands suddenly while lifting the chair by hand.
●Do not use the heater continuously for two hours or longer.
→ May result in low-temperature burn.
●Make sure no one, especially children or pets, is around the chair before starting a massage program or when lowering or raising the reclining
seat back. Be careful that people or objects are not caught behind the seat back or under the leg rest.
→ Could result in accident or injury.
●If a person or object is trapped, press the recline button to return the chair to a safe position.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Safety Precautions: During Use
Caution

Prohibited

SAFETY
PRECAUTIONS
Required Action

Unplug
the chair

●Do not use the chair unclothed.
●Do not use the chair for purposes other than massage, or other than the ordinary uses of a chair.
→ Could result in accident or injury.
●Do not use the chair to massage the head, chest, stomach, and/or joints (knees, elbows).
→May result in nausea or injury. Place a soft towel behind your neck if you want to avoid intense stimulation of the area.
●Do not place your hands into the roller tracks, or the moving parts of the reclining seat back or other areas. Do not sit wearing hard objects,
such as a hair accessory, necklace, watch, bracelet or ring.
→May result in personal injury.
●Do not place your legs anywhere other than the active area (leg mechanism) described in this Operating Manual.
●Do not place anything other than legs and feet on the leg rest.
→May result in personal injury.
●Do not place anything other than upper arms and forearms in the Upper-Arm and Forearm Units. Do not place anything other than shoulders
against the Shoulder Massage Unit.
→May result in personal injury.
●Do not operate the massage chair or leave it operating when there is no one in it.
→ Could result in accident or injury.
●In an emergency, or if you find any abnormal condition, push the EMERGENCY STOP button on the remote control to stop operation immediately.
●If you get acute pain or other unusual physical discomfort while using the chair, immediately discontinue the use of the chair and seek medical
advice.
●If you feel the massage is too strong, reduce the stimulation according to this Operating Manual. If this solution does not work, stop using and
contact your local distributor.
→May result in injury if you continue use with high stimulation under such circumstances.
●If you feel that the massage is too intense after removing the buffer pad, stop use immediately and reinstall the buffer pad.
→May result in personal injury.
●Do not operate a massage without the back pad.
●Do not fall asleep in the chair during a massage session.
→May result in personal injury.
●Keep massage sessions to no longer than 30 minutes. Do not exceed 5 minutes for an area-specific massage of any particular part of the body.
→Continuous use for extended periods of time can result in over-stimulation, which could cause the opposite of the desired effect, or even injury.
Limit the massage time to a total of about 30 minutes in a day.
* For children aged 14 years or over, use only the Youth Program and only one session per day.
●If your leg or foot comes out of the leg rest during the massage, do not try to force it back in.
→Undue force may result in damage to the mechanism.
●If your arm comes out of the Upper-Arm Unit or Forearm Unit during the massage, do not try to force it back in.
→Undue force may result in damage to the mechanism.
●The heater is located under the seat and back of the chair. Person who cannot feel heat should be careful when using the heater.
●If there is a power outage or the possibility of a power outage, stop operation immediately and turn the main POWER switch to OFF. Unplug
the power plug from the wall outlet.
→Accident or injury may result if the chair is still in operating mode when the power resumes.
●If there is a threat of lightning, stop operation immediately and turn the main POWER switch to OFF. Unplug the power plug from the wall outlet.
●If an operation does not start, or if you find any abnormality, stop the chair immediately and turn the main POWER switch to OFF to prevent an
accident. Unplug the power plug from the wall outlet. Contact your local distributor for inspection or repairs.
→Electric shock or fire caused by a short circuit may result if the chair is left plugged in under such circumstances.

Safety Precautions: After Use or When Not in Use
Caution

Prohibited

Unplug
the chair

●Be sure to turn the main POWER switch to OFF after every use and to unplug the power plug from the wall outlet.
→An accident or injury may result if children or pets play with the chair.
●Do not use a power cord for anything other than the chair.
●After using the chair, be sure to fully return the reclining seat back to the upright position.
●Wipe the chair off after every use, and store the chair in a place with low humidity.
●Do not place any object on the chair.
●Hold the power plug when unplugging from the wall outlet. Do not pull on the power cord.
→May result in electric shock or fire caused by short-circuiting.
●Before cleaning the chair, make sure to unplug the power plug from the wall outlet. Do not plug or unplug the power plug with wet hands.
●If the chair is left unused for a while, be sure to unplug it from the wall outlet.
→Insulation degradation by dirt or moisture may cause electric shock, or fire due to short-circuit.

Others Precautions
Warning
Prohibited

Do not
disassemble

●Do not stand on the chair. Do not make a major impact or sit on any part of the chair other than the seat.
→Personal injury or damage to the chair may result if the chair tips over.
●Do not try to repair any malfunction of the chair. Contact your local distributor for assistance.
●A damaged power cord is dangerous. If the power cord is damaged, contact your local distributor for replacement.
●Do not modify or remodel the chair.
→May result in fire, electric shock, or injury.

Caution
●If you lend, sell, or otherwise transfer the chair to another party, make sure to include this Operating Manual.
Required Action

Note
Before disposing of the product or its accessories, consult your local authorities about the proper procedure.
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MAIN FEATURES
Main Features
From your palms to the soles of your feet

With state-of-the-art technology

Full-Body Massage Function

Various Course Functions

Optical sensors enable the

Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator
Function
This automatically locates Shiatsu points, which vary
from person to person, before starting a massage,
allowing for an effective massage that tailors itself
to your size and shape.
Easy-to-read massage guide

Remote Control Display Panel
The remote control features a clear, easy-to-read
display panel that enables you to monitor your
massage. The display guides you through each step
of your massage, displaying information about each
massage action.
Easy to adjust to the most comfortable position

Automatic Reclining Function
The seat back can be reclined to any angle between
approx. 120° and 165° from the floor. The angle of the
leg rest can be adjusted by approx. 90° according to
your preference.

Healthcare programs, Well-Being programs, that
allow you to select the optimal and Deep Relaxation
programs according to your purpose and Manual
Selection mode that accommodates your particular
needs are provided.

Vibration Massage Function
Vibration mechanisms are located in the seat and
chair back. The soothing vibrations add to your
sense of calm.

DreamWave Function

MAIN
FEATURES

Deep relaxation is made possible by modern
technologies working together for the Full-Body
Massage Function.
The Shoulder Massage Unit and the Upper-Arm
and Forearm Units give a gentle massage from
your shoulders to your palms.
For massaging of your back, buttocks, and
calves, variable massage techniques and unique
programming deliver a sensation as close to
human hands as you can find. The length of the
leg rest can be adjusted by moving the Foot Unit
up or down, which enables the leg rest to give a
gentle massage to your feet and legs from any
angle.

The seat rocks approximately 1.6 inches either side
of center. The gentle rhythm of the DreamWave
promotes thorough relaxation.

Full-Body Stretch Function
The Full-Body Stretch Function is a combination of
bending your upper body backward with reclining
of the seat back and twisting with the air cushions
provided with the seat.

Back 3-D Mechanism
The intensity of massage can be adjusted with an
air-actuated 3-D massage mechanism.

Heater Function
The heater located under the seat and back to warm
your seat and lower back.

Youth Program Setting
The Youth Program provides a low-stimulation
massage for children aged 14 years or over. For this
program, the adjustable range of the roller shoulder
positions during an Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator
operation is extended to cover lower positions, to
fit the shoulder positions of young people.

Benefits

As a therapeutic massage device in the general households, the Inada DreamWave
provides the following benefits:
●

Relaxes muscles

●

Relives minor muscle aches and pains
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COMPONENTS & DESCRIPTION
Chair

Shoulder Massage Unit
Back Pad
Upper-Arm Units
COMPONENTS
& DESCRIPTION

Rollers
(Storage roller positions are inside
the upper part of the seat back.)

Armrests

Forearm Units
Seat

Leg Rest
Calf Unit
Foot Unit

Smart Phone Pocket
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Reclining
Seat Back

A weight for adjusting the
position of the Shoulder
Massage Unit is housed inside.

COMPONENTS
& DESCRIPTION

Counter Weight for the
Shoulder Massage Unit

Remote
Control
Reclining Safety
Mechanism
Pocket for
the Remote
Control

Control Box

Cord Connector

Leg

Plug
Wheel

Power Cord
Main POWER
Switch
Power Connector
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COMPONENTS & DESCRIPTION
Remote Control
Remote Control Display
Information, such as massage action descriptions, status
of progress, and the intensity and speed of the massage
in progress, is displayed with both characters and
symbols. (See next page.)

Preset Programs
For selecting a program with the corresponding course
name

ROLLER Buttons

COMPONENTS
& DESCRIPTION

During Preset Programs, roller shoulder positions can
be adjusted using [ ] and [ ] immediately after the
Shiatsu points are located.
In Manual Selection Mode, roller positions can be
adjusted using [ ] and [ ].

BACK 3-D Buttons
For adjusting the intensity of massage stimulation on
the back, use [＋] and [−].

EMERGENCY STOP Button
Use this button to shut the chair off immediately in an
emergency or if there is a malfunction during operation
of the chair.
The rollers will stop immediately.

AIR LEVEL Button
For adjusting the intensity of air pressure in 3 settings
(high, medium, and low) during Preset Programs

VIBE OFF Button
Cancels vibration operation during any Preset Program.

POWER Button
For turning the remote control power ON or OFF.
Pushing the POWER button while the chair is activated
causes the rollers to return to their storage positions
before the chair is shut off.
The button is lit in green while the power to the remote
control is on, in orange while the power is off, and in red
while the chair is stopped in an emergency.
If pressed during a Preset Program, your chair will
automatically resume to an upright position.

LEG REST Buttons
Use [

] and [ ] to adjust the angle of the leg rest.

RECLINE Buttons
Use [ ] and [
back.

] to adjust the angle of the reclining seat

Warning
● Do not spill water and/or other liquids on the remote control.
● Do not handle the remote control with wet hands.
● Do not sit on the remote control. Do not drop or step on the remote control. Do not pull the remote control cord forcibly.
● Do not use pointed or hard objects to push the buttons or display on the remote control.
→ May result in damage to the remote control.
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Remote Control Display
Information, such as massage action descriptions, status of progress, and the intensity and speed of the
massage in progress, is displayed with both characters and symbols.
Characters and symbols on the display move from right to left.
Example: While the Shiatsu Point Locator sensors are being activated, the display shows the following text:
“Locating Shiatsu Points...”
Remote Control Display

COMPONENTS
& DESCRIPTION

Remote Control/Inside the Panel

Speed Button
For adjusting the roller speed in three steps during
Kneading, Tapping 1, and Kneading & Tapping.

Basic Operation Buttons
Width Button
For adjusting the width of the rollers in three steps.

Rolling Button
You can select from between Full and Partial Rolling.

Back Vibe Button
For back vibration operation.
* The intensity of vibration can be adjusted in two steps (high
and low).

MUTE Button
For turning the speaker of the remote control ON or OFF.

Heater Button
For controlling the heat functions in the seat and back.

Air Massage Buttons
You can select from among [Shoulder], [Arm], [Seat], and
[Foot].
* The intensity of air massage can be adjusted in three steps
(high, medium, and low).
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BEFORE USE
● This product is shipped with the reclining seat back in its fully reclined position and with the armrests and leg rest removed.

Before use, be sure to attach the armrests and leg rest (refer to the insertion sheet attached) then raise the seat back to its
upright position.
● Do not expose the chair to sudden change of heat. If the room where the chair is to be used is cold, turn the heat up slowly. If
the chair is moved from a cold place into a heated room, wait one hour before using the chair.
→ Condensation could occur in the moving parts of the product, which may compromise performance.

Installation
Allow for at least 65 cm (26 inch.) clearance behind the chair and 40 cm (16 inch.) in front of the chair when
installing, so as to be able to recline the seat back fully without obstruction.
● Do not install the chair in an area of high humidity, such as a bathroom or sauna.
● Only install on a flat, level surface.

Caution

● Do not use in areas of high debris or dust content. Do not use where ambient temperature is 40°C (104°F) or

over.
● Do not install the chair where it can come into contact with direct heat, such as direct sunlight or a radiator.

BEFORE USE

● To avoid damaging floor surfaces and to cut down on the noise of

the chair, it may be better to install the chair on a carpeted surface or
to lay a piece of carpet under the chair. (Do not use electric blanket.)
● The product is very heavy, so please be careful when unloading it so
as not to damage floor surfaces.
● Install the chair at least 1 m (40 inch.) away from TVs, radios, and/or
other audio or video equipment. Interference from these devices
can cause problems.
● The load to the floor per 1 cm2 (0.16 in2) is approximately 2.5 kg
(5.5 lbs.) with a person weighing 100 kg (220 lbs.) sitting on the chair.

At least
65 cm
(26 inch.)

At least
40 cm
(16 inch.)

Main Power Connection
① Plug the power

② Set the main POWER

cord into the cord
connector located at
the back of the chair
first. Then plug the
other end into the
wall outlet.

switch located at the
back of the chair to
ON.
A text message should
appear on the remote
control display screen.

* If the main POWER switch is turned on while the rollers are stopped in the middle of the movement, they will automatically return to
their storage position (upper part of the reclining seat) then stop.
The seat will also move for adjustment of the initial position then stop.

Warning

● Do not use with any type of transformer device.
→ May result in damage to the product or electric shock.
● Before plugging the power cord into the wall outlet, make sure that the main POWER switch is set to OFF.

Caution

● Make sure that the plugs on the power cord are inserted fully into the cord connector and the wall outlet.
● Before using the chair for the first time, turn on all the switches in order as indicated in this manual to check

that the chair is operating properly.
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Checking the Seat Cover
Check for holes or tears in the back pad and other parts.
Check also that the zippers located at both sides of the
back pad are securely zipped.

Lift the Shoulder Massage Unit
up to check for holes or tears in
the cover of the back pad.

Shoulder
Massage Unit
Back Pad

Zipper

● Before each use, check for holes or tears in the cover of the back pad. Also, check the other parts for tearing.

Warning

Stop using the chair immediately if you find even the smallest tear. Unplug the chair and contact your local
distributor.

BEFORE USE

Check that the zipper
is securely zipped.

How To Move
First, raise the reclining seat back and set the main POWER switch to OFF. Then
unplug the power cord from the outlet. Grip the lower parts of the both armrests,
as illustrated, lift the chair, and move.

Caution

● Do not move the product while someone is in it.
● During moving, be fully careful not to pinch your feet.
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POSITION ADJUSTMENT
How to Sit
When the chair is off, the rollers are normally drawn back into the left and right sides of the upper part of the
seat back (Storage Position). For safety reasons, first check the positions of the rollers. If they are in any position
other than storage positions, set the main POWER switch to ON before sitting down to allow the rollers to
return to their storage position. When you finish checking, sit down slowly in the center of the seat.
● Do not sit down on the chair with the leg rest raised.
→ Any sudden heavyweight on the leg rest could cause damage to the mechanism. Or, accident or injury

Caution

may result if the chair tips over.
● Before using, raise the reclining seat back to its fully upright position. Then recline the seat back slowly to

the most comfortable position, remembering to start off with a lighter massage.

How to Use the Reclining Seat Back
■ To raise the reclining seat back:
Press and hold the RECLINE [ ] button on the remote control. Release the button when the seat back
reaches your desired position.
The button may be released after 2 seconds and the chair will continue to auto-restore to the upright
position.

RECLINE

POSITION
ADJUSTMENT

■ To lower the reclining seat back:
Press and hold the RECLINE [ ] button on the remote control. Release the button when the seat back
reaches your desired position.
The button may be released after 2 seconds and the chair will continue to auto-recline to the full reclined position.
● The leg rest is raised in conjunction with the movement of the reclining seat back. As soon as reclining of the seat back stops, the

leg rest also stops.
● If the main POWER switch at the back of the chair is set to ON, the reclining angle of the seat back can be adjusted.

Warning

● Make sure no one, especially children or pets, is in the way when lowering the reclining seat back.

Be careful not to stand or place any object behind the seat.

How to Use the Leg Rest
■ To raise the leg rest:
Press and hold the LEG REST [ ] button on the remote control.
The button may be released after 2 seconds and the leg rest will continue to raise.
■ To lower the leg rest:
Press and hold the LEG REST [ ] button on the remote control.
The button may be released after 2 seconds and the leg rest will continue to lower.
● If the main POWER switch at the back of the chair is set to ON, the angle of the leg rest can be adjusted.
● Make sure no one, especially children or pets, is in the way when lowering the leg rest.

Warning
Caution
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Be careful that people and/or objects are not caught under the leg rest.
● Do not release hands suddenly while lifting the leg rest by hand.
● Do not place anything other than legs and feet on the leg rest.

LEG REST

Foot Slide Adjustment Function
■ How to Move the Foot Unit Downward
To slide the Foot Unit of the leg rest to move it downward, push it down with your feet.

● Be careful not to get hands, feet, or objects caught between the leg rest units or between the leg rest and the

Warning

chair during a foot slide operation.
→ Accident, personal injury, or damage to the chair may result if hands, feet, or objects are caught.

How to Use the Shoulder Massage Unit
Place the Shoulder Massage Unit in a proper position.
If it is not placed properly, the Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator may not function properly.

To raise the unit:
Push up the headrest of the
Shoulder Massage Unit.

To pull down the unit:
Pull down the lower parts of the
Shoulder Massage Unit.

POSITION
ADJUSTMENT

Proper Position of
the Shoulder Massage Unit

Position both ends of the Shoulder
Massage Unit on your shoulders.

■ How to Use the Chair Without the Shoulder Massage Unit
You can have your shoulders massaged by the rollers and not by the Shoulder Massage Unit, by securing the Shoulder Massage
Unit at the upper part of the seat back.

① Flip the side of the Shoulder

Massage Unit over, as
illustrated. The lock belts for
the Shoulder Massage Unit are
initially positioned at the rear
of the Shoulder Massage Unit.
* The lock belts are located at
the both sides of the unit.

② Pull out the belts on both

sides. Move the Shoulder
Massage Unit upward to
the upper part of the seat
back.

③ Fasten the buttons located at the rear

of the both sides of the back pad to the
holes of the belts.

④ Sit on the chair,

as illustrated, and
start a massage.
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POSITION ADJUSTMENT
How to Use the Shiatsu Pads for Shoulders and Feet
The Shiatsu Pad for Shoulders (strong) are placed inside the Shoulder Massage Unit.
If you feel that the massage given by the Shoulder Massage Unit is too strong, replace it with the Shiatsu pads
(light).
If you feel the massage is too strong, remove the Shiatsu pads.
*

Shiatsu Pad for
Shoulders (light)

Shiatsu Pad for
Shoulders (strong) R

The Shiatsu Pads for
Shoulders (strong) L
and R are symmetrical
opposites. Use Pad L for
the left shoulder and Pad
R for the right shoulder.

Velcro

Velcro

Shiatsu Pad for
Shoulders (strong) L

Disengage the Velcro at the rear of the cover of the shoulder massage section, turn the cover over, then
attach the Shiatsu pads at any place where the Velcro is provided, according to your preference.
* For easy replacement of the Shiatsu pads, raise and place the Shoulder Massage Unit at the upper part of the seat back.

Add the Shiatsu Pad for feet if you feel that the massage is too light.
Remove the Shiatsu Pad for feet if you feel that the massage is too strong.

POSITION
ADJUSTMENT
Shiatsu Pad for Foot L

Shiatsu Pad for Foot R

How to Install the Massage Buffer Pad (Thin or Thick)
The buffer pad is not required for the use of your massage chair, and this massage chair is shipped from the
factory with no buffer pad installed.
If the back massage is too intense, your can add the acccessory buffer pad.
Most users find that the addition of a buffer pad is unnecessary, but this is a matter of your personal preference
and massage comfort.
If you wish to the buffer pad, please follow the instructions below.
Back Pad

Back Pad

Back Pad

Buffer Pad
Velcro
Zipper

① Unzip the zipper located at one

side of the back pad.

Caution
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② Disengage the Velcro located at

③ Replace the buffer pad.

the rear of the back pad.

● Before use, check that the zippers located at both sides of the back pad are securely zipped.

How to Use the Upper-Arm/Forearm Units
Place your arms in the Upper-Arm and Forearm
Units, as illustrated.
Be careful not to place your elbows where the
air cushions are.

* Place your arms in the
* Be careful not to place your
Upper-Arm and Forearm
elbows where the air cushions are.
Units with your palm down.

● Do not fall asleep in the chair during a massage.
→ May result in personal injury.
● If you begin to experience marked pain or other

unusual physical discomfort while using the
product, seek medical advice immediately and
discontinue use of the product.

The auto-adaptive width mechanism of the
Upper-Arm and Forearm Units enable them to
stretch out by 4° at maximum so that they can fit
the body type of the user.

AFTER USE

How to Use the Heater
Press the Heater button once to turn on back (b) and seat (s) heat. Press again
to activate only the back (b) heat. Press a third time to activate only seat (s)
heat.
Pressing a fourth time will turn off all heat.

Button

Indication
(b: back,
s: seat)

● The heater turns itself off automatically about 2 hours after it is turned on.
● Without the remote control power on, it is possible to turn the heater on or off if the main

POWER switch at the rear of the chair is set to ON.

Speaker on the Remote Control
The sound from the speaker can be muted or reactivated with the MUTE
button behind the panel of the remote control.
While the sound is muted, the symbol shown on the right is displayed on
the display of the remote control.

Button

Indication

AFTER USE
● Be sure to set the main POWER switch to OFF after every use and to unplug the chair from the wall outlet.
→ Accident or injury may result if children or pets play with the product.
● After using the chair, be sure to return the reclining seat back to the upright position and lower the leg rest

Caution

to its lowest position.
● Wipe the product off after every use, and store it in a place free of excess humidity.
● Do not pull on the power cord to unplug the product from the wall outlet; make sure to grasp the plug

firmly when unplugging.
● If you will not be using the product for some time, be sure to unplug it from the wall outlet.
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MASSAGE PROGRAMS & SELECTION

PRESET
PROGRAMS
A total of 16 Preset Programs
provide massages to meet your
desired purpose and application
according to the preset menus.

MASSAGE PROGRAMS
& SELECTION

Massage
Courses

MANUAL
SELECTION
MODE
You can combine your favorite
massage types. You can also adjust
the speed, intensity, and roller
positions.

15

1 Full Body
For a comprehensive full-body Healthcare massage.
This program is recommended for persons who feel fatigue
or lack of energy.

2 Full Body Air
HEALTHCARE
PROGRAMS

3 Youth
A program for young people.
This program is recommended for persons who prefer
softer massage or for children aged 14 years or over.

4 Quick
This program provides a quick massage to refresh the
entire body.

5 Morning
WELL-BEING
PROGRAMS
For refreshing or relaxing
In order to select the
Deep Relaxation version
of any of the WELL-BEING
Progarms, depress and hold
the program button for
2 seconds.

For morning massage.
This program is recommended for persons who have a bad
morning or who have not recovered from their fatigue.

MASSAGE PROGRAMS
& SELECTION

For relaxation of muscles
In order to select the
Deep Relaxation version
of any of the Healthcare
Progarms, depress and hold
the program button for
2 seconds.

For a comprehensive full-body massage focused on air
massage.
This program is recommended for persons who prefer
softer massage.

6 Night
For night massage.
It is recommended to use this before going to bed.

7 Stretch
For stretching operations.
This course is focused on curving and twisting motions.

8 DreamWave
For a DreamWave massage.
This program is recommended for persons who need
relaxation.
● The duration of each course varies depending on height, body

type, reclining angle, and other factors related to the user.
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PRESET PROGRAMS
Preset Programs
● Sixteen automatic programs provide a variety of different massages to relieve fatigue.

● With the Preset Program buttons, you can choose your favorite program, which will provide a carefully crafted

massage suited to your needs.

Various Adjustments
■ BACK 3-D Buttons
The intensity of back massage can be continuously adjusted with [＋] and [−].

■ AIR LEVEL Button
The intensity of air massage is initially set to Medium.
Each time the button is pressed, the intensity changes in the order of High, air
massage canceled, Low, then Medium.
(The intensity of air massage for the Youth Program is initially set to Low.)
* If the program is changed, the intensity of air massage is reset to its initial
setting (MED).

■ VIBE OFF Button
The vibration function included in a program can be canceled with the
VIBE OFF button, according to your preference.
To reactivate the vibration function, press the VIBE OFF button again.

■ Air Massage Buttons
The intensity of air massage can be adjusted by area.
Each time the button located behind the panel of the remote control is pressed, the
intensity changes in the order of High, air massage canceled, Low, then Medium.
* If the program is changed, the intensity of air massage is reset to its initial
setting (MED).

PRESET
PROGRAMS

■ Back Vibe Button
The intensity of a back vibration operation can be adjusted with the Back Vibe
button located behind the panel of the remote control. The intensity of back
vibration is initially set to Low.
Each time the button is pressed, the intensity changes in the order of High,
vibration canceled, and Low.

Changing Courses
Before the course in progress finishes, you can change it to another course. After a total duration of 30 minutes, the course in
progress stops even if not completed.
* It may take some time to change courses because the air bags for the BACK 3-D function must be deflated before changing the course.

Switching from One Preset Program in Progress to Another
When one Preset Program button is pressed while another Preset Program is in progress, the rollers return to their storage
positions, then the selected program stars after Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator completes a new body scan. You can adjust the
shoulder position during Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator operation.

Switching from a Preset Program to Manual Selection Mode
When one of the buttons for Manual Selection Mode is pressed while a Preset Program is in progress, the Preset Program
immediately stops, and the selected operation starts. To select an air massage or back vibration operation, press the POWER
button to stop the preset program in progress before the selection.

Stopping in the Middle of a Massage
To stop mid-massage, press the POWER button. The rollers will return to their storage positions, a seat will automatically return
to the upright position and the massage will stop.
In an emergency or if there is some malfunction during operation of the chair, press the STOP button. The rollers will stop
immediately. After confirming safety, press the POWER button. The rollers will return to their storage positions and stop.
● If you feel the massage is too strong, reduce the stimulation according to this Operating Manual. If this

Caution
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solution does not work, stop using and contact your local distributor.
→ May result in injury if you continue use with high stimulation under such circumstances.
● Do not place hands or feet into the roller tracks, into the space between the seat back and the seat or into
the moving parts. Do not sit wearing hard objects, such as hair accessories, necklace, watch, bracelet, or ring.
● If your leg or foot comes out of the leg rest during the massage, do not try to force it back in.

❶

Press the POWER button.
If no selection is made within 2 minutes, the power will
automatically shut off.

Press the desired button.

● Press and hold the program button for 2 seconds

❷

The ROLLER positions can be
adjusted.
With the ROLLER buttons, the vertical position of the
rollers can be adjusted. If no adjustment is required, do
not use these buttons.

The program starts.
❹

The progress of the program is indicated on the display
of the remote control with the program name.

PRESET
PROGRAMS

❸

selects the Deep Relaxation version of the massage
course.
● If you desire you can combine a sequence of 2
programmed massage courses by following these
steps: after selecting your first programmed Massage
Course, immediately select your second massage
course choice while all the buttons on the remote
are flashing. You have about 5 seconds to select
your second programmed course. When 2 massage
programs have been strung together, the button of
the first selected course is glow continuously while
the second selected course flashes intermittently.
Note: the youth course cannot be part of a combined
massage.
● Once a programmed course is selected the chair will
automatically reclined to a massage starting position.

* The progress of the program may not be indicated if the
operation is combined with other operations.

Program completed.

❺

When the massage program finishes, the rollers return
to their storage positions (upper part of the seat back).
Then the power to the remote control is shut off.
However, reclining of the seat back, angle adjustment
of the leg rest, and ON/OFF of the heater are still
enabled.
When 2 courses have been combined, at the conclusion
of the first selected course, the second selected course
commences and the button for the second course
changes from flashing intermittenly to a steady glow.
The second course then commences.
● Keep massage sessions to no more than 15 minutes in length. Area Specific Massage of any particular area

Caution

on the body to no more than 5 minutes.
→ Continual use for extended periods of time can result in over-stimulation, which could cause the opposite
of the desired effect, or even injury.
Set 30 minutes in total for reference per day and keep appropriate intervals between each massage
session.
* For children aged 14 years or over, use only the Youth Program and only one session per day.
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MANUAL SELECTION MODE
How to Operate Manual Selection Mode
You can combine massaging actions of your choice from among menus ① to ④.

● A circle in the adjustment column means that the particular adjustment can be made in the course of that

massage action.
● Width adjustment is not available if an action for which width adjustment is not available is combined

with rolling or back vibration.
● In the basic and rolling operations, Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator is performed in the same manner as in

the Preset Program.
① Basic Operations

• Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator is performed in the same manner as in the Preset Program.
• Once Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator is performed for a basic operation, it will not be performed again
if another basic operation is selected.
Operation

Button

Action

Indication

Up/
Forward/
Speed Width Down Intensity
Reverse

This performs kneading type of massage.
Each time the button is pressed, forward direction,
reverse direction, or stop can be selected. (See
page 21.)

Kneading

This performs complex massage
mimicking the touch of human hands.

Human
Hands

MANUAL SELECTION
MODE

Tapping

○

○

—

○

○

Kneading in the forward and reverse
directions at various speeds will be
automatically repeated.

—

—

—

○

○

This performs tapping type of Tapping 1
massage.

—

○

○

○

Each time the button is pressed,
Tapping 1, Tapping 2, or stop can be
selected.

—

○

○

○

—

○

○

Tapping 2

Each time the button is pressed, forward direction,
reverse direction, or stop can be selected. (See
page 21.)

This performs rhythmical
Shiatsu massage.

Shiatsu

—

—

Kneading and Tapping are
simultaneously performed.

Kneading
& Tapping

○
3 steps

○

Each time the button is pressed, forward direction,
reverse direction, or stop can be selected. (See
page 21.)

Double
Kneading

○

Each time the button is pressed,
Shiatsu 1, Shiatsu 2, or stop
can be selected.

○

○
3 steps
—

○
3 steps

Shiatsu 1

—

—

○

○

○

Shiatsu 2

—

—

—

○

○

② Air Massage

Each time the button is pressed, Low, Medium, High, or OFF can be selected.
Operation

Shoulders
Arms
Leg
Seat
19

Button Indication

Action
Air massage to shoulders
(The symbol on the left means that the air level to the
shoulders is High.)

Air massage to arms
(The symbol on the left means that the air level to the
arms is Medium.)

Air massage to legs
(The symbol on the left means that the air level to the
legs is Low.)

Air massage to buttocks
(The symbol on the left means that the air level to the
buttocks is High.)

Intensity
○

○

○

○

③ Rolling

Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator is performed in the same manner as in the Preset Program.
Operation Button

Rolling

Action

Indication Width

This performs stretching of the full
Full Rolling
or partial spine with only up and
down movements of the rollers.
Each time the button is pressed, Full
Partial
Rolling, Partial Rolling, or stop can be
Rolling
selected.

○

Up/
Down

○*

* During Partial Rolling, the center position of the range of Partial Rolling can be adjusted. During Full Rolling,
upward or downward movement is reversed.

④ Vibration

This controls the back vibration massage.
(On or Off of vibration operation is automatically repeated at
predetermined intervals.)
Each time the button is pressed, Low, High, or OFF can be
selected.
Button Indication

Width
○

Back
Vibration

Up/Down Intensity
○

○

For a back vibration operation
Action

(The above symbol means that the intensity of vibration
is High.)

MANUAL SELECTION
MODE

Operation
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MANUAL SELECTION MODE
Various Adjustments
■ Change in Forward/Reverse Directions

Operation Indication

Forward
Reverse

Action
During Kneading, Human
Hands, and Kneading &
Tapping, each time the button
is pressed, forward direction,
reverse direction, or stop can
be selected.

■ BACK 3-D Buttons

Operation Button

Intensity

Action
The intensity of back massage can
be continuously adjusted with [＋]
and [−].

■ ROLLER Buttons

Operation Button

Up/Down

Action
During Kneading, Human Hands,
Double Kneading, Kneading &
Tapping, Shiatsu 1/2, Tapping
1/2, and Back Vibration, the roller
positions can be adjusted with [ ]
and [ ].

MANUAL SELECTION
MODE

* During Partial Rolling, the center position of the range of
Partial Rolling can be adjusted.
If [ ] or [ ] is pressed during Full Rolling, upward or
downward movement is reversed.

■ Speed Buttons

Operation Button Indication

Speed

■ Width Button

During Shiatsu 1, Tapping 1/2, Full Rolling,
Partial Rolling, and Back Vibration, the width
of the rollers can be adjusted in 3 steps
(Narrow, Medium, and Wide).
The width can be adjusted during operation.
* Width adjustment is not available if an action
for which width adjustment is not available
(Kneading, Human Hands, Kneading & Tapping,
or Shiatsu 2) is combined with rolling or back
vibration.
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Action
During Kneading, Kneading
& Tapping, or Tapping 1,
the speed of action can be
adjusted in 3 steps.
Speed can be adjusted
during operation. The
symbol on the left means
that the speed is set to Low.

Operation Button Indication

N
Width M
W

How to Operate Manual Selection Mode

❶

Press the POWER button.

❷

Press the desired button.

If no selection is made within 2 minutes, the power is
automatically shut off.

* Full Rolling, or Partial Rolling is selected, the Automatic
Shiatsu Point Locator starts locating Shiatsu points.

Massage action starts.
❸

The progress of the course is indicated on the display
of the remote control with the course name.

After 15 minutes, the massage
operation finishes.
❹

Changing Courses

MANUAL SELECTION
MODE

The rollers return to their storage positions (upper
part of seat back).
Then the power to the remote control is shut off.
However, reclining of the seat back, angle adjustment
of the leg rest, and ON/OFF of the heater are still
enabled.

Switching from Manual Selection Mode to a Preset Program
● When one Preset Program button is pressed while Manual Selection Program is in progress, the selected preset program starts.
● The roller returns to their storage positions and the new program starts after the Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator completes a

body scan. You can adjust the shoulder position during Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator. If a body scan was completed in the
manual mode, the Preset Program will commence without conducting a body scan.
● After a total duration of 30 minutes, the course in progress stops even if not completed.
* It may take some time to change courses because the air bags for the BACK 3-D function must be deflated before changing the
course.

Stopping in the Middle of a Massage
To stop mid-massage, press the POWER button. The rollers will return to their storage positions, and the seat will automatically
return to the full upright position automatically.
In an emergency, or if there is any sudden malfunction, push the STOP button to make the chair stop immediately.
After confirming safety, press the POWER button. The rollers will return to their storage positions, and the seat will automatically
return to the full upright position automatically.
● If you feel the massage is too strong, reduce the stimulation according to this Operating Manual. If this

Caution

solution does not work, stop using and contact your local distributor.
→ May result in injury if you continue use with high stimulation under such circumstances.
● Do not place hands or feet into the roller tracks, into the space between the seat back and the seat or into
the moving parts. Do not sit wearing hard objects, such as hair accessories, necklace, watch, bracelet, or ring.
● If your leg or foot comes out of the leg rest during the massage, do not try to force it back in.
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TROUBLESHOOTING
If there is still a problem after trying the solutions given in this troubleshooting guide, stop using the product
immediately so as to prevent accident or injury and unplug the product from the wall outlet. For contact your
local distributor, please refer to the last page of this booklet.
Problem

Noise during operation:

● During Tapping and Kneading & Tapping
● Sound of the air pump

● Sound of rollers rubbing against the seat cover, or squeaky rubbing sound of the seat cover

during DreamWave mode
● Clatter during DreamWave operation
● Vibrating mechanism noise

● Sound of the reclining seat back mechanism
● Sound of the air massage cushions

TROUBLESHOOTING

Cause &
Solution

These noises are a normal part of the product’s operation and do not affect its performance in
any way.

Problem

Remote control buttons do not seem to be activating normally.

Cause &
Solution

Problem

Cause &
Solution
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Check for the following possible problems:
① Check if the power cord is fully plugged into the wall outlet.
② Check if the power cord is fully plugged into the power connector located at the rear of the
chair.
③ Check if the main POWER switch at the rear of the chair is set to ON.

The message “Restart the main POWER switch.” appears on the remote
control display.
Set the main POWER switch located at the rear of the chair to OFF then back ON after about 5
seconds.
① If the chair returns to normal, no further action is needed.
② If the same message is displayed again, stop using the chair and unplug it from the wall
outlet. Contact your local distributor.

Anyone other than an authorized serviceperson must not repair or disassemble.

Problem

The Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator Function is not working properly.
(The height of rollers does not fit the shoulders.)

Cause &
Solution

Sit further back in the chair so that your head rests firmly on the Shoulder Massage Unit. The
roller shoulder positions can be adjusted using the ROLLER buttons immediately after the Shiatsu
points are located.

Problem

Massage action stops in the middle of the program.

Cause &
Solution

Set the main POWER switch located at the rear of the chair to OFF then back ON after about 5
seconds.
① If the chair returns to normal, no further action is needed.
② If the chair does not return to normal, stop using the chair and unplug it from the wall outlet.
Contact your local distributor.

The rollers stop during the massage.

Cause &
Solution

Sometimes when the speed is slow and there is too much pressure to the rollers, they may stop
moving temporarily.
This is not breakage. Just slightly lift your body.

Problem

The rollers moved up to the top and then stopped.

Cause &
Solution

The auto timer will cause the rollers to move up to the top of the chair when the massage time is
finished, so as not to interfere with your movements when getting out of the chair. To continue
massaging, press the POWER button on the remote control again.

Problem

The right and left rollers are out of alignment.

Cause &
Solution

The rollers are designed to provide for the alternating tapping
function, so in the stopped position they are sometimes out
of line—
This is part of their design, and there is nothing wrong with
the product.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem

Approx.
1.5 cm
(0.6 inch.)
Approx.
1.5 cm
(0.6 inch.)

Problem

Reclining of the seat back cannot be performed.

Cause &
Solution

Check to be sure there are no objects between the seat back and control box.
The reclining safety mechanism may be activated.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING
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Problem

If I try to recline the seat back or adjust the angle of the leg rest during air
massage, the chair stops.

Cause &
Solution

For safety purposes, the air pressure massage is designed to stop if the reclining seat back or the
leg rest is activated. This is not breakage.

Problem

Air massage stops if the [+] button of BACK 3-D is pressed.

Cause &
Solution

This is part of their design, and there is nothing wrong with the product.

Problem

Seat Side air cells protrude and do not retract

Cause &
Solution

The seat side air cells operate using compressed air inflating a series
of air cells that expand like a balloon. Sometimes these air cells do
not fully retract on their own. This may happen when the air cells are
inflated without a person sitting in the chair or when a very slender
person uses the chair. This is easily resolved by gently pressing back
the inflated portion of seat side air cells until they rest flat again.

Problem

One of the back massage rollers “snaps” or “skips”
sideways when the chair.

Cause &
Solution

The back roller mechanism is designed to move side ways in a circular
motion. Occasionally, the roller may get caught a wrinkled portion of
the fabric. wThis may create a snapping or skipping feeling. Adjust
the fabric as needed.

Problem

One of the back massage rollers “jumps” or “skips”
vertically

Cause &
Solution

The back roller mechanism is designed to move up and down as well
as push back and forth. Occasionally, the roller may get caught by a
wrinkled portion of the fabric which can create a jumping or skipping
feeling on your back. Adjust the fabrics as needed.

Problem

Heat setting does not seem to be functioning
properly

Cause &
Solution

The heating elements are located in the center portion of the seat
and back. The heating unit is designed to provide a very gentle heat
on the seat and back. It does take 5-10 minutes for the heater to
reach operating temperature. Pleaes allow adequate time for the
seat and back to warm up.

FAQ
How do I make the massage deeper?
During Preset Programs, adjust the intensity of massage with the BACK 3-D, AIR LEVEL, Back Vibe
button (behind the panel), or each operation button for air massage (behind the panel) on the
remote control. In Manual Selection mode, adjust the intensity of massage with the BACK 3-D,
Back Vibe button (behind the panel), or each operation button for air massage (behind the panel)
on the remote control.
If this solution does not work, lower the reclining seat back and sink deeply into the chair to put
more weight on the reclining seat back.
You can also increase the intensity by removing the buffer pad located at the rear of the back
pad.

How do I make the massage lighter?
During Preset Programs, adjust the intensity of massage with the BACK 3-D, AIR LEVEL, Back Vibe
button (behind the panel), or each operation button for air massage (behind the panel) on the
remote control. In Manual Selection mode, adjust the intensity of massage with the BACK 3-D,
Back Vibe button (behind the panel), or each operation button for air massage (behind the panel)
on the remote control.
If this solution does not work, replace the buffer pad at the rear of the back pad with the supplied
buffer pad (thicker).
You can decrease the intensity of massage by raising the seat back.

FAQ

I spilled water on the product. What should I do?
Immediately set the main POWER switch located at the rear of the chair to OFF, then unplug the
chair from the wall outlet. Contact your local distributor.
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CARE AND STORAGE
Storage
● After wiping off any dust or dirt, store the product in a place that is relatively dry.

● If you are not going to use the product for some time, put a cover on it that will protect it from dust and

dirt.
● Pets can sometimes chew on power cords, so try to keep pets away from the product even when it is
being stored.

Caution

● Do not install the product where it can come into contact with direct heat, such as direct sunlight or a

radiator.

Care and Maintenance
Caution

● When cleaning or caring for the product, make sure to unplug the product from the wall outlet first. Do not

plug or unplug the power cord with wet hands.

Caring for the Back Pad and Covers
Soak a piece of soft cloth in lukewarm water in which a small amount of mild detergent has been added. Then
thoroughly wring it out before cleaning off any spots or grime.

Caution
CARE AND STORAGE
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● The fabric color can change if the product is in contact with vinyl covers or some wall coverings for a

prolonged period of time.

Caring for the Remote Control
Wipe dirt off the remote control with a dry cloth.
● Never use a moistened or wet cloth. → May result in mechanical failure.

Caring for Other Plastic Parts
Soak a piece of soft cloth in lukewarm water in which a small amount of mild detergent has been added,
thoroughly wring it out, and clean off any spots or grime. Then wipe with a dry cloth so that no detergent
residue remains.
● Do not use alcohol based or other household cleaning products or abrasives because they can scratch or
crack the finish and/or cause color to fade.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND WARRANTY
1. Warranty
Please read the contents carefully and keep it in a safe place. Please complete and mail in the warranty card
that was include with your chair.
If the chair is to be used outside the home (in a commercial setting, for example), fees will be charged for
repairs.

2. Repairs & Service
Before calling for repairs or service, use the Troubleshooting guide on pages 23-25 to see if the problem can
be solved easily.
If the problem persists, contact your local distributor. Have the following information ready.
1) Your name, address, and phone number
2) Product name and model number (see page 30)
3) Serial No. (see the Serial No. label on the control box of the chair)
4) Date of purchase
5) Trouble status
6) Proof of purchase
● If the warranty is valid:
A service charge may apply, subject to the nature of the trouble and/or repair according to the terms of the warranty. See the
warranty for full details.
● If the warranty has expired:
See the back of this booklet and contact your local distributor.
If the product can be repaired, we will give you an estimate of the cost to repair the product.

● For more information on service:
Please see the back page of this booklet.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND
WARRANTY

● Replacement parts stock:
We will stock service parts (except fabric) of this product for at least six years after terminating the production of this model.
Service parts refer to those necessary for maintaining the intended performance of the product.
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REGULAR MAINTENANCE FOR SAFETY
Regular Maintenance Will Preserve the Life of Your Chair
Have you experienced any of these problems?
● The chair does not start with the main POWER switch set to ON.
● The power cord has been cracked or scratched.

● The power cord or plug becomes abnormally hot.

● The chair produces a burning smell, abnormal sound or vibration.
● The auto timer function does not work in some cases.
● Other failures.

If you find anything listed above, stop using and unplug the power
cord from the outlet to prevent failure or accident. Contact us for
maintenance.

To Use Safely
Fabric of the chair (roller fabric) is consumable, and its service life is 3 years (conditions of use: two 15-minute
sessions a day, every day).
For safe use, periodic inspection by us is recommended before the end of service life.
* Durable years vary depending on conditions of use.
* After about five years of use, a professional inspection is recommended even if there are no symptoms or
problems.
For inspection fees, call our technical support number.

REGULAR MAINTENANCE
FOR SAFETY
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SPECIFICATIONS
Model Number

HCP-11001A

HCP-11001D

HCP-11001E

Power Supply

AC 120 V

AC 220-240 V

AC 110 V~

50-60 Hz

60 Hz

208 W

Power Frequency

60 Hz

Upper Body

Power Consumption
Rated Time

30 minutes

Kneading Speed

3 levels, from minimum approx. 9 times/minute to maximum approx. 32
times/minute

Tapping Speed

3 levels, from minimum approx. 190 times/minute to maximum approx.
480 times/minute

Roller Width
Up/Down Speed
Back Stroke Range

DreamWave Operation
Speed
Preset Programs
Manual Selection Mode
Vibration Massage
Function

3 levels
Narrow, Medium, and Wide
Minimum approx. 3.1 cm (1.22 inch.)/sec, maximum approx. 4.2 cm
(1.65 inch.)/sec
Approx. 72 cm (28 inch.) (in partial rolling massage: approx. 15 cm (6 inch.))
Minimum approx. 11 times/minute, maximum approx. 24 times/minute
Healthcare Programs: 4 types, Well-Being Programs: 4 types
15 types (Automatic Shiatsu Point Locator Function included in some
programs)
Back: 2 levels (Min: Approx. 1975 times/minute, Max: Approx. 2925
times/minute)
Seat: 1 step (Min: Approx. 1840 times/minute, Max: Approx. 4170
times/minute)
60 Hz: Approx. 38 kPa

Auto Timer

Approx. 15 minutes (Preset Programs vary in duration.)

Heater
Leg Rest Adjustment
Range
Reclining Angle

Dimensions

Weight
Outer Covering
Accessories

Outer cover temperature: 39°C (102°F) or less (at the ambient temperature
of 25°C (77°F)), Timer: Approx. 2 hours
Approx. 25 cm (10 inch.)
Approx. 120°-165° from floor level continuous motion (Automatic reclining)

SPECIFICATIONS

Air Pressure

Approx. 93 (97) × 139 (210) × 121 (76) cm (W/D/H)
(Approx. 37 (38) × 55 (83) × 48 (30) inch. (W/D/H))
The figure in ( ) for the width represents the dimension when the armrests are fully extended.
The figures in ( ) for the depth and height represent dimensions when the seat back is fully
reclined and with the leg rest flat.

Approx. 115 kg (253 lbs.) (Chair: Aprrox. 75 kg (165 lbs.), Arm rests: Approx.
22 kg (48 lbs.) [one unit 11 kg (24 lbs.) × 2], Leg rest: Approx. 18 kg (40 lbs.))
Synthetic leather
Power Cord, T-shaped Wrench, Buffer Pad (thick), Buffer Pad (thin), Shiatsu
Pads for Shoulders (light) (1 each left and right), Shiatsu Pads for Shoulders
(strong) (1 each left and right), Shiatsu Pads for Feet (1 each left and right)
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ᖆᡞϜН
HCP-11001A
HCP-11001D
HCP-11001E
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ԋӓႲ٪௪ࢋȈٻңਣ
ឍ֚

Ц

ښ

ɓ!!፝ϽႬྜጤܗሎᏣጤ៉ᙔӶࡹኟැαȂܗᔇӶࡹኟැۼ৵ίȄٯй፝ϽᚾȃђϏȃႇ࡚᠊ԣȃܝȃᙾװႬྜጤܗሎᏣጤȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚႬጤᚾȃЖึЭܗدដႬȄ
ɓ!፝ϽЬڐܗуషᡞዒ᠏ࡹژኟැܗሎᏣαȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚដႬȃၰܗକЭȄ
ɓ!!፝Ͻᡲٻ่ڌңࡹኟැȄ࡛ឋᡲܗ่ڌᛁޑሊᚕࡹኟැȞ੬ր་ঈޠැनࡤРȃရ࢝ίР๊ȟȄ25!ྒܗпα่ڌ༊Ѡٻң!ZpvuiȞߨЎԒ
ࡹኟȟโזȄӶԫݸίȂ҇ԥԚࣽᆔ၏่ڌȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ҐࡹኟැؑԪ༊४ΚٻңȂЏڐ፝ᗘռп่ܳ҃Ȟᔊ๊ڌȟޠРԓٻңȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ٙαழԥЬϸਣȂ፝ϽֳࡹژኟැαȂܗңᕇКໍᐈձȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚដႬࢉܗሬȄ
ɓ!८ਠખਣ፝Ͻ៊ٻңȄसԥȂ፝ႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚࢉٲȃڨ།ȃܗដႬȄᜱܼᆱঔࣻᜱୱᚡȂ፝ࣂၛࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȞଅၸܼࡍۼȟȄ
ɓ!!࿌৷Кရܸ࢝ାਣȂ፝ϽऐดܺКȄ
ɓ!!ཹڦᏣ፝Ͻഀ៊ٻңົႇ!3!ϊਣȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚմྤᐼ།Ȅ
ɓ!! ་ఈѓܺ҂ܗ፪କࠊȂ፝ଡ଼҇Ӓጃᇰڻ൝ณуȞЏ่ڌڐȟܗᛁࡤޑȂӕໍ።ᐍȄٯй፝ݨཏᗘռැनІရჭίРַ՟ٙᡞޑܗ
ࠣȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!!सַ՟ٙᡞࠣޑܗȂࡹί་ఈࡹ໗ᡲࡹኟැӲژԋӓ՞ဋȄ
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ԋӓႲ٪௪ࢋ
ԋӓႲ٪௪ࢋȈٻңਣ
ݨཏ

Ц

ԋӓႲ٪௪ࢋ

ɓ!!ٻңਣȂ፝Ͻޣ௦пᇧޠҫጴᆨຯࡹኟැȄ
ɓ!!ٙαழԥЬϸਣȂ፝ϽֳࡹژኟැαȂܗңᕇКໍᐈձȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!!፝ϽٻңܼᓟഌȃഌȃဝഌІʝܗᜱഌ՞ȞጲᇑȃКهȟȄ
ʖࠍѠᏳयٙᡞϛᎍڨܗ།Ȅ࣐ᗘռЋႇ੩ڗޠᐮȂ፝Ӷᓜഌ๊ഌ՞ჭα࢚ޠЪϓ๊ࠣޑȄ
ɓ!!፝ϽКܺΤࡹኟᎉЁ७ഌ՞Ȃܗ་ఈැनڐܗуୣޠѠഌ՞ϜȄٻңࠊ፝ӒᏂႻȃᗦȃКᒽȃКᕘȃ๊ࡿרޑᡞڦίȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ଷҐКьϜܛख़ձңጓ൝ȞᇁഌᐡᄻȟпѵȂ፝ϽᚗᇁဋܼӉեڐу՞ဋȄ
ɓ!!ଷΠᚗᇁڸᚗရѵȂရ࢝α፝ϽܺဋӉեࠣޑȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ଷΠαᖘࠊڸᖘѵȂαᖘࠊڸᖘಣӈϜ፝ϽܺဋӉեࠣޑȄଷΠᆽѵȂᆽࡹኟಣӈ፝ϽইᎭӉեࠣޑȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!!፝ϽӶณޒᄙίȂࡹኟැᆱࡼӶၽձޒᄙȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!ึҢᆨࡩٻܗݸңႇโϜདژளਣȂ፝ࡹίሎᏣα!ޠFNFSHFODZ!TUPQȞԋӓЦȟࡹ໗ᡲࡹኟැЦձȄ
ɓ!!सٻңႇโϜٙᡞདژቒ੩ฯܗளਣȂ፝Ҵ֊Цٻңٯኊၛᚃ৲ཏُȄ
ɓ!!དញࡹኟႇܼڗᐮਣȂ፝ྲٸҐᐈձКь৶ڗᐮโ࡚ȄԄ።ᐍࡤٸดདញڗᐮႇτȂ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңٯᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȞଅၸܼࡍۼȟȄ
ʖӶདញڗᐮႇޠݸί៊ٻңਣȂѠᏳयڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ܷίጦፑჭࡤȂसདញࡹኟႇܼڗᐮਣȂ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңȂٯ၇ӲጦፑჭȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ณᎭჭਣȂ፝ϽٻңࡹኟѓȄ
ɓ!!፝ݨཏᗘռӶࡹኟႇโϜᆄȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!!ࡹኟᖃਣ፝Ͻົႇ!41!ϸយȄ፝ϽᄈٙᡞӤΚഌ՞ഀ៊ࡹኟົႇ!6!ϸយȄ
ʖ!ߞਣഀ៊ٻңਣȂႇ࡚ڗᐮٙᡞȂՅആԚЇਞڨܗݏ།Ȅ!
፝ؑЉࡹޠኟᖃਣښӶ41!ϸយѿѢȄ
ɏ25!ྒܗпα่ڌ༊Ѡٻң!ZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟโٯזйؑС༊ΚȄ
ɓ!!ࡹኟᇁഌޠȂᇁܗရҦရ࢝ܧяਣȂ፝ϽܺڐӲȄ
ʖԄݏܺΤȂѠᏳयࢉሬȄ
ɓ!!ԄӶࡹኟКᖘഌ՞ޠႇโϜȂКᖘᚕαᖘಣӈࠊܗᖘಣӈਣȂ፝ϽКᖘܺӲȄ
ʖԄݏܺΤȂѠᏳयࢉሬȄ
ɓ!!ཹڦᏣ՞ܼැ৵ίРࡹڸኟැޠැनȄോѷྤ࡚དޠςٻңཹڦᏣਣᔗϊЗȄ

ښ

ܧଷҐᐡ
Ⴌྜ

ɓ!!ႬܗѠႬਣȂ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңٯᜱഗлႬྜᜱȄႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
ʖࠍඉႬΩٽᔗਣȂѠᏳयڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!!Ѡ҉ႫਣȂ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңȂٯᜱഗлႬྜᜱȄႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
ɓ!!࿌ࡹኟැᄈᐈձءԥЇᔗܗདញԥளਣȂ࣐Π٪ЦึҢࢉٲȂ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңȂᜱഗлႬྜᜱȄႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼
ϜЗȞଅၸܼࡍۼȟໍᔯࢦᇅᆱঔȄ
ʖࠍѠཽᏳयដႬȃᅔႬȃၰ๊ݸȂໍՅЖึЭدȄ

ԋӓႲ٪௪ࢋȈٻңࡤІϛٻңਣ
ݨཏ

Ц

ܧଷҐᐡ
Ⴌྜ

ɓ!!ؑԪٻңࡤȂ፝ଡ଼҇ᜱഗлႬྜᜱȂٯႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
ʖ፝ᗘռܗ่ڌᛁܼޑҐࠣαተᏄ๊࣐ȂࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!!Ⴌྜጤ፝ϽٻңܼҐࡹኟැпѵޠᐡᏣαȄ!
ɓ!!ٻңҐࡹኟැࡤȂ፝ଡ଼҇ැनӓ፪କȄ
ɓ!!ؑԪٻңࡤȂ፝ఽ౪ᠱȂٯԇܼܺᕇၷЎޠӵРȄ
ɓ!!፝ϽӶҐࡹኟැαܺဋࠣޑȄ
ɓ!!ႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяਣȂϛѠඬ՟ႬྜጤȂ፝ଡ଼҇пඬ՟ႬྜඩᓟޠРԓܧяȄ
ʖࠍѠӱၰՅആԚដႬܗЖึЭدȄ
ɓ!!ఽዔࡹኟැਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇ႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄӤਣȂ፝ϽпᕇКඩܧႬྜඩᓟȄ
ɓ!!ΚࢳਣϛሰٻңਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇ႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
ʖࠍѠӱԹჩܗᕇആԚ๙ጣܓӜϾȂЖึដႬȃᅔႬȃЭدȄ

ڐуႲ٪௪ࢋ
ឍ֚
Ц

፝Ͻܷڤ

ɓ!!፝ϽયҴӶҐࡹኟැαȄ፝ϽαРϡࡹኟැ੩ፑᔟȂپԄֳӶැ৵ഌ՞пѵޠӵР๊Ȅ
ʖࠍѠആԚࡹኟැᙛ᙮ȂആԚࢉٲȃڨ།ࢉܗሬȄ
ɓ!!ᐡᏣࢉሬਣ፝ϽՍঔ౪Ȃ፝ᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȞଅၸܼࡍۼȟȄ
ɓ!!Ⴌྜጤખਣ྄࣐ӡᓏȄႬྜጤԄԥᚾȂ፝ࣂၛࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȞଅၸܼࡍۼȟඳȄ
ɓ!!፝Ͻ၇ࡹኟැȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚЭدȃដႬȃڨ།ࢉٲȄ

ݨཏ
ɓ!!ᙾᡲܗআϡуٻңਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇ҐᐈձКьഀӤࡹኟැΚڂһᄈРȄ!
ښ

ݨཏ
Ԅ्ኁతҐࡹኟැߤܗ឵ࠣਣȂ፝Ӫ࿌ӵ࢈ۻഌߟၛୱҔጃኁతРݳȄ
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л्੬ᘉІѓਞ
л्੬ᘉІѓਞ
Кජژရޠۼ

Ꭻࡹኟѓ

ӓٙࡹኟѓ
ᙥҦ౫хऌཧପӓٙࡹኟѓѠ࡚ܺژᚭȄ
ഌࡹኟಣӈڸαᖘІࠊᖘಣӈѠᆽՎК
ජȂϡ்ᎍࡹޠኟȄ
Ѡᡑԓࡹኟऌڸᑀ੬ޠโԓණ்ٽनഌȃᖙഌ
ڸϊᇁࡹޠىኟȂഷߗծКࡹޠኟདڨȄαܗ
ίಌ٘ۼಣӈ߰Ѡ።ᐍရ࡚࢝ߞޠȂኻရ࢝
߰ѠӶӉեِ࡚ණٽᚗရІᚗᇁᎍࡹޠኟȄ

Ꭻᐡᄻ՞ܼැ৵ڸැनϜȂጦޠᎫѠቩђ
்ޠ҂ᓘདȄ
EsfbnXbwfȞჳГݱȟѓ

ւңӏᏱ༉དᏣఃޠ

Սขࡿᔇҳ՞ѓ
ࡹኟࠊȂཽٸᐄঐᡞՍขࡿᔇҳ՞Ȅପ
ӬᡞڸҭໍޠࡹኟȂԥଭᄈܓȃԥਞ
ݏȄ

ӓٙիѓ
ӓٙիѓւңැनޠ་ఈ࡚ȂٻூαٙӪ
ࡤ᠊ԣȂٯйପӬැ৵ණޠٽჭΚକᙾװȄ

л्੬Ք

ැ৵ᘜޠൾ࡚τङӶϜЗጤѿѢ! 2/7! ऽωȄ
EsfbnXbwfȞჳГݱȟޠጦ࠸Ѡߵໍᄖۼ
ܺޠᚭȄ

नഌ!4E!ᐡᄻ

ΚҭΠดࡹޠኟࡿࠓ

ሎᏣᡘұ८ݗ

Ѡңԓ!4E!ࡹኟᐡᄻ።ᐍࡹኟ࡚Ȅ

ሎᏣڏԥఽȃΚҭΠดޠᡘұ८ݗȂѠ்ٻ
ᆀࡹኟโזȄᐍঐࡹኟႇโؑޠΚؐഎ
пᡘұᄎᏳЖ்Ȃٯᡘұؑঐࡹኟձࣻޠᜱଊ
ਁȄ

ཹڦᏣѓ
ཹڦᏣ՞ܼ৵ැίРڸැनȂѠྤཹැ৵ڸίन
ഌȄ

Ѡᙐ።Վ݉࠽༗ޠ

Ⴌ་ఈѓ

ZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟโז೪ۢ

ැनᇅӵ८ِ࡚ޠङӶ231ʶ
ʂ276ʶጓ൝ϲȂရ࢝
ङӶ:1ʶ
ጓ൝ϲȂѠᐄঐൊԂໍ።ᐍȄ
ཧପദ઼ऌޠ

өᆎโזѓ

ZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟโזѠණ!ٽ25!ྒܗпα
่ڌޠΚᆎմڗᐮࡹኟȄӶՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขᐈ
ձਣȂԫโזѠ።ᐍࡹኟᎉഌ՞ဋጓ൝ȂѠ۾
իోᇑՎίР՞ဋȂпಓӬߨЎԒഌ՞ဋȄ

ߴୋโזȃᎵҢโזѠᡲ்ྲٸҭޠȂᒶᐆഷٺ
࡚ܺڸޠᚭޠโזȂٯйණٽൊԂโזѓȂ
пᅗ்٘੬րޠሰؒȄ

੬ᘉ
ձ࣐Κૢঢ়ңޠ౪ᕜࡹኟ೪റȂJobeb!EsfbnXbwf!ණޠٽਞઊԄίȈ
ɓ

!ܺᚭՋՉ!

!

ɓ

!၍ଷሇཌྷޠՋՉሗฯ
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өഌ՞ӫᆏᇅѓ
ࡹኟැ

ഌࡹኟಣӈ
नഌᎭჭ
өഌ՞ӫᆏᇅѓ

αᖘಣӈ
ࡹኟᎉ
ȞࡹኟᎉԞા՞ဋӶැनαഌޠϲȄȟ

К

ࠊᖘಣӈ
ැ৵

ရ࢝
ᇁىಣӈ
٘ۼಣӈ

හኌКᐡԞાೢ

6

་ఈැन

၇ܼϲഌңٿ።ᐍഌ
ࡹኟಣӈ՞ဋޠପ२Ȅ

өഌ՞ӫᆏᇅѓ

ഌࡹኟಣӈପ२

ሎᏣ
་ఈԋӓᐡᄻ

ሎᏣԞાೢ
ښ౾

ഀ௦π

ᇁഌ

Ⴌྜඩᓟ

ٚᎉ

Ⴌྜጤ
лႬྜᜱ
௦Τπ
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өഌ՞ӫᆏᇅѓ
ሎᏣ
ሎᏣᡘұᄎ
ӤਣпНԆڸშұᡘұଊਁȂԄࡹኟձᇴ݃ȃโז
ޒᄙпІโזϜࡹኟ࡚ڸഁ࡚ȄȞᎨίॳȄȟ

Սโז
пᄈᔗޠโזӫᆏᒶᐆโ!ז

SPMMFSȞࡹኟᎉȟࡹ໗

өഌ՞ӫᆏᇅѓ

ӶՍโזȂขࡿᔇҳ՞ࡤȂѠң!\ ^!І!
\ ^!።ᐍࡹኟᎉഌ՞ဋȄ!
ӶൊԂዂԓίȂѠң!\ ^!І!\ ^!።ᐍࡹኟᎉ՞
ဋȄ

CBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4Eȟࡹ໗
።ᐍनഌࡹኟڗᐮޠ࡚ȂѠң!\ɮ^!І!\ɯ^Ȅ

FNFSHFODZ!TUPQȞԋӓЦȟࡹ໗
ึҢᆨࡩܗݸདញࡹኟැၽᙾԥளਣ፝ࡹίԫࡹ
໗ȂࡹኟᎉҴ֊ЦၽᙾȄ

BJS!MFWFMȞᔇ࡚ȟࡹ໗
ӶՍโזȂп!4!ᆎ೪ۢঅȞାȃϜȃմȟ።ᐍ
ᔇ࡚Ȅ

WJCF!PGGȞЦᎫȟࡹ໗
ӶӉΚՍโזȂࣲѠڦᎫޠᐈձȄ

QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗
ϹඳሎᏣႬྜ!POȞ௦ȟ!ܗPGGȞϹᘟȟȄसӶࡹ
ኟැၽᙾϜࡹίԫࡹ໗ȂࠍࡹኟᎉଞӲژԞા՞ဋࡤ
ࡹኟЦȄ
ሎᏣႬྜ௦ਣᆧՔᐸ߬ȂϹᘟਣᐗՔᐸ߬Ȃᆨࡩ
ЦਣकՔᐸ߬Ȅ
सܼՍโזࡹίȂࡹኟැཽՍӲޣژҴ՞
ဋȄ

MFH!SFTUȞရ࢝ȟࡹ໗
ң!\

^!!^ \!ڸ።ᐍရِ࡚࢝ޠȄ!

SFDMJOFȞ་ఈ࡚ȟࡹ໗
ң!\ ^!\!ڸ

ឍ֚
ɓ፝ϽЬڐܗуషᡞዒ᠏ژሎᏣαȄ
ɓ፝ϽңᕇКໍᐈձȄ
ɓ!፝ϽֳܼሎᏣϟαȄܗᄤဤȃሎᏣȂηϹϽܝሎᏣጤȄ
ɓ!፝ϽңԍᎡܗޑޠᡞࡹᔇሎᏣαࡹޠ໗ܗᡘұᄎȄ
ʖࠍѠᏳयખȄ
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^!።ᐍැन་ఈِ࡚ޠȄ!

ሎᏣᡘұᄎ
ӤਣпНԆڸშұᡘұଊਁȂԄࡹኟձᇴ݃ȃโޒזᄙпІโזϜࡹኟ࡚ڸഁ࡚Ȅ
ᡘұᄎαޠНԆڸშұҦѢӪѿಌȄ
پԄȈՍࡿᔇҳ՞ข༉དᏣۗձਣȂᡘұᄎཽᡘұпίНԆȈ
ȶMpdbujoh!Tijbutv!Qpjout///Ȟขࡿᔇҳ՞///ȟȷ
ሎᏣᡘұᄎ

өഌ՞ӫᆏᇅѓ

ሎᏣʝᙛᇑϲഌ

TqffeȞഁ࡚ȟࡹ໗
Ӷඦਔȃධ҉2Іඦਔ'ධ҉Ȃ።ᐍࡹኟᎉഁ࡚Ȃԥ!
4!ᆎ઼๊ѠᒶȄ

ஆҐᐈձࡹ໗
XjeuiȞൾ࡚ȟࡹ໗
።ᐍࡹኟᎉൾ࡚Ȃԥ!4!ᆎ઼๊ѠᒶȄ

SpmmjohȞᅍᎉȟࡹ໗
ѠӶӓഌڸഌܝիϟձᒶᐆȄ

Cbdl!WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗
ңܼनഌᎫޠᐈձȄ
ɏ።ᐍᎫ࡚Ȃԥ!3!ᆎ઼๊ȞାІմȟѠᒶȄ

NVUFȞᓘॲȟࡹ໗
ϹඳሎᏣ്ѱ!POȞ௦ȟ!ܗPGGȞϹᘟȟȄ

IfbufsȞཹڦᏣȟࡹ໗
ښැ৵ڸनഌޠђዦѓȄ

ᔇࡹኟࡹ໗
Ѡᒶᐆ!\TipvmefsȞഌȟ^ȃ\BsnȞᖘഌȟ^ȃ
\TfbuȞ৵ഌȟ^І\GppuȞရഌȟ^!ޠᔇࡹኟȄ
ɏ።ᐍᔇࡹኟ࡚Ȃԥ!4!ᆎ઼๊ȞାȃϜІմȟѠᒶȄ
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ٻңࠊ
ɓ!Ґࠣпැनӓ҂ܺٯйКڸရܷ࢝ίޒޠᄙє၇Ȅ

ٻңࠊȂ፝ଅூ၇αКڸᇁ࢝Ȟ፝Ꭸԋ၇ඩΤߓȟ!ȂดࡤැनЁՎޣڐҴ՞ဋȄ
ɓ!፝Ͻऐด።ାࡊϲྤ࡚ٻңࡹኟැȄࡊྤմਣȂమ።ାࡊϲྤ࡚ٻңࡹኟැȂ፝ഃᅛ።ାࡊྤȄҐᐡմྤᓾԇ

ಌՎྤཹࡊޠϲਣȂ๊፝ࡠ2ϊਣӕۗٻңȄ
ʖ!ࠍѠཽя౫ၽᙾഌ՞๗ȂณݳӓึදܓޠݸȄ

ٻңൠܛ
ԋ၇ਣȂࡹኟැࡤР፝ՎЎߴ! 76! dnȂՅࠊРߴ! 51! dn! ޫޠȂп߰ӓැन་ఈਣϛཽڨ
ߣȄ
ɓ፝ϽӶࡊȃήྤཹȃዙᕇӵᘉٻңȄ

ݨཏ

ɓ፝ҐᐡܺဋӶ҂ޠۅӵ८αٻңȄ
ɓ፝ϽӶᚖޑȃԹჩӼޠӵРٻңȂ፝ϽӶڻ൝ྤ࡚ାܼ!51ʶ
D!ޠӵРٻңȄ
ɓ፝ϽҐᐡܺဋܼӏৣޣȂܗᎭߗཹٽᏣ๊ڏାྤȄ

ٻңࠊ

ɓ!࣐٪Ц།ӵڸݗ७մၽᙾᏢॲȂ፝Ӷࡹኟැί೪ӵ෨๊ޑӈȄ

ՎЎ!
76!dn!

Ȟ፝Ͻ೪Ⴌዦ෨Ȅȟ
ɓ!Ҧܼࡹኟැၷ२Ȃܺژӵ८αਣ፝ݨཏϛ्།ӵݗȄ
ɓ!፝ࡹኟැ೪ဋӶᚕႬຝȃԞॲᐡІʝڐܗу!BW!ᐡᏣ!

2!n!пαޠӵРȄࠍѠཽҢϔᘚആԚࢉሬȄ
ɓ!सᡞ२!211!lh!ޠֳӶࡹኟැαȂࠍؑ!2!dn3!!ᄈӵ८॓ޠ२

ङ!3/6!lhȄ

ՎЎ!
51!dn

௦лႬྜޠРݳ
ᢳ!ӒႬྜጤޠഀ௦π

ᢴ!҉ࡹኟැनࡤޠл

ඩΤࡹኟැनࡤޠ௦
ΤπȂดࡤඩᓟඩ
Τඩ৵Ȅ

ႬྜᜱȄ
ሎᏣᡘұᄎαཽя
౫НԆଊਁȄ

ɏ!सࡹኟᎉӶϜഋȂ҉лႬྜᜱȂࠍࡹኟᎉཽՍߖӲژԞા՞ဋȞැनαРȟȂดࡤЦȄ
৵ැηཽಌޠۗߒژ።ᐍ՞ဋࡤЦȄ

ឍ֚

ɓ!፝ϽစҦᡑᔇᏣٻңȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚࢉሬܗដႬȄ
ɓ!ႬྜඩᓟඩΤඩ৵ࠊȂ፝ଡ଼҇ӒጃᇰлႬྜᜱϑᜱഗȄ

ݨཏ

:

ɓ!፝Ⴌྜඩᓟᇅഀ௦ᏣӓඩΤȄ
ɓ!ߒԪٻңࠊ፝ᒴඊҐٻңᇴ݃ਫȂٸԪ҉ܛԥᜱȂጃᇰᐡᏣҔளၽᙾȄ

ጃᇰ८ਠ
ጃᇰᎭჭڐڸуഌϸԥณખࢿܗኩບπȄጃᇰᎭჭڎ
ܝᜧጃᄃܝԂȄ

ܸକഌࡹኟಣӈȂጃᇰᎭჭ
ޠ८ਠԥณખࢿܗኩບπȄ

ഌࡹኟಣӈ
नഌᎭჭ

ܝᜧ

ឍ֚

ɓ!ٻңࠊȂӒጃᇰᎭჭޠ८ਠԥณખࢿܗኩບπȄӤਣΚڂጃᇰڐуഌ՞ޠ८ਠԥખޠݸȄԄԥ

ٻңࠊ

ጃᇰܝᜧጃᄃܝԂȄ

ખਣȂϛ፤ખጓ൝ӼϊȂࣲ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңȄܧяႬྜඩᓟȂࣂٯၛࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȄ

ཀྵΤʝಌޠРݳ
፝ӒЁକ་ఈޠැनȂӕᜱഗлႬྜȄดࡤႬྜඩᓟඩ৵αܧяȄԄ
შܛұȂϸրඬ՟ڎКίљഌȂܸକࡹኟැȂดࡤಌȄ!

ݨཏ

ɓ!፝ϽӶԥॹֳޒޠᄙίཀྵࡹኟැȄ
ɓ!ಌਣȂ፝੬րݨཏϛ्ᔇژရȄ
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።ࡹኟැ
ࡹኟැݳֳޠ
ΚૢݸίȂࡹኟᎉϸոܼැनαРޠѿѢڎȂ֖ٯᕼӲޒᄙȞԞાޒᄙȟȄ࣐ጃߴԋӓȂ፝Ӓጃ
ᇰࡹኟᎉޠ՞ဋȄसࡹኟᎉ՞ܼαख़пѵޠ՞ဋȂֳίࠊȂ፝Ӓ҉лႬྜᜱȂࡠࡹኟᎉߖӲژԞ
ા՞ဋȄٯԚᔯࢦࡤȂӕᄛᄛӵֳΤࡹኟැϜѶȄ
ɓ!፝ϽӶရჭܸାޒޠᄙίֳΤࡹኟැȄ

ݨཏ

ʖࠍѠཽရ࢝ழٿႇτᔇΩȂᏳयࢉሬȄѫѵȂࡹኟැ་ঈѠᏳयڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ
ɓ!ٻңࠊ፝ැनӓޣҴȄྲٸҐٙᡞ።ᐍ་ఈِ࡚ࡤȂӕп৶࡚ۗໍࡹኟȄ

ැन་ఈٻޠңРݳ
ɜ!དྷЁକැनਣȈ
ࡹ՟ሎᏣα!ޠSFDMJOFȞ་ఈ࡚ȟ\ ^!ࡹ໗Ȅ࿌ැनژႁདྷ्ޠ՞ဋਣȂܺࡹ໗Ȅ
ࡹ՟ࡹ໗!3!ऍយпαϘܺȂࠍැनཽ៊ՍӲޣژҴ՞ဋȄ

RECLINE

ɜ!དྷܺίැनਣȈ
ࡹ՟ሎᏣα!ޠSFDMJOFȞ་ఈ࡚ȟ\ ^!ࡹ໗Ȅ࿌ැनژႁདྷ्ޠ՞ဋਣȂܺࡹ໗Ȅ
ࡹ՟ࡹ໗!3!ऍយпαϘܺȂࠍැनཽ៊Ս་ఈژӓ҂ܺ՞ဋȄ
ɓ!ရཽ࢝ᇅැनޠ་ఈαίᖓȄැनޠ་ఈᐈձΚҎЦȂရ࢝ηၮЦȄ

።ࡹኟැ

ɓ!सࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱ!POȞ௦ȟਣȂࠍѠ።ᐍැन་ఈِ࡚Ȅ

ឍ֚

ɓܺίැनਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇ጃߴڻ൝ءԥȞ੬ր่ڌȟܗᛁޑȄ

፝ϊЗϽયӶࡹኟැࡤРȂܗӶܺࡤڐဋࠣޑȄ

ရ࢝ٻޠңР!ݳ
ɜ!དྷЁାရ࢝ਣȈ
ࡹ՟ሎᏣα!ޠMFH!SFTUȞရ࢝ȟ\ ^!ࡹ໗Ȅ
ࡹ՟ࡹ໗!3!ऍយпαϘܺȂࠍရཽ࢝៊ЁାȄ
ɜ!དྷ७ίရ࢝ਣȈ
ࡹ՟ሎᏣα!ޠMFH!SFTUȞရ࢝ȟ\ ^!ࡹ໗Ȅ
ࡹ՟ࡹ໗!3!ऍយпαϘܺȂࠍရཽ࢝៊७ίȄ
ɓ!सࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱ!POȞ௦ȟਣȂࠍѠ።ᐍရِ࡚࢝Ȅ
ɓ!७ίရ࢝ਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇ጃߴڻ൝ءԥȞ੬ր่ڌȟܗᛁޑȄ

ឍ֚
ݨཏ
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ѫѵȂ፝ݨཏϛ्ᡲٙᡞڸ0ַࠣޑܗӶရ࢝ίРȄ
ɓ!৷КရჭܸାਣȂ፝ϽऐดܺКȄ
ɓ!፝ϽရჭٻңӶရഌпѵޠഌ՞Ȅ

LEG REST

ရഌྥ።ᐍѓ
ɜ!Ӫίի٘ۼಣӈ!
ᚗရ܂ί௱Ȃ߰ѠӪίྥရ࢝ۼ٘ޠಣӈȄ

ឍ֚

ɓ!ရഌྥਣȂ፝ϊЗϽٻКȃရࠣޑܗೞַܼရ࢝ಣӈϟȂܗရ࢝ࡹڸኟැϟȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚࢉٲȃڨ།ࡹܗኟැӱַ՟КȃရࠣޑܗՅࢉሬȄ

ഌࡹኟಣӈٻޠңРݳ
ഌࡹኟಣӈဋܼᎍ࿌՞ဋȄ
सܺဋϛ࿌ȂࠍՍࡿᔇҳ՞ข߰ณݳҔጃၽձȄ

དྷЁାಣӈਣȈ!
ഌࡹኟಣӈݍჭӪα௱Ȅ

དྷίܝಣӈਣȈ!
ഌࡹኟಣӈίљഌӪί
ܝȄ

።ࡹኟැ

ഌࡹኟಣӈޠҔጃ՞ဋ

ഌࡹኟಣӈڎᆓဋܼᚗαȄ

ɜ!ณഌࡹኟಣӈٻޠңРݳ
ഌࡹኟಣӈܼۢڿැनޠαљഌȂ߰ѠւңࡹኟᎉࡹኟᆽȂՅϛሰٻңഌࡹኟಣӈȄ

ᢳ!ԄშܛұȂᙛᙾഌࡹኟಣӈ ᢴ!ܝяۢڿޠڎழȄ

ޠΚȄഌࡹኟಣӈۢڿழ
ޠഷߒ՞ဋӶഌࡹኟಣӈ
ޠन८Ȅ
ɏۢڿழ՞ܼಣӈڎޠȄ

ഌࡹኟಣӈӪαಌ
ژැनޠαљഌȄ

ᢵ!Ꭽჭڎन८ޠ໗ԛएႇۢڿழޠԛ ᢶ!ԄშܛұȂֳΤැ

ЍϜԛαȄ

ϜȂดࡤۗࡹ
ኟȄ
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።ࡹኟැ
ഌڸရഌࡿᔇࡹኟჭٻޠңРݳ
ഌȞȟࡿᔇࡹኟჭ՞ܼഌࡹኟಣӈޠϲഌȄ
सញூഌࡹኟಣӈࡹޠኟ࡚ႇܼڗᐮȂ፝пࡿᔇࡹኟჭȞሇ࢚ȟхȄ
सϬញூႇܼڗᐮȂ፝ڦίࡿᔇࡹኟჭȄ
ɏഌȞȟࡿᔇࡹኟჭ!

M!!ڸS!࣐ЇӪᄈᆏȄM!
ჭңܼѿՅ!S!ჭңܼ
ѢȄ
ഌȞሇ࢚ȟࡿᔇ
ࡹኟჭ

ഌȞȟࡿᔇ
ࡹኟჭS

ཧԛ

ཧԛ

ഌȞȟࡿᔇ
ࡹኟჭM

ᙛᙾ८ਠȂܷίഌࡹኟࢳ८ਠन८៴ޠຯȂӕࡹ்ޠൊԂȂڐຯӶࡿᔇࡹኟჭαӉեԥ
៴ຯޠഌ՞Ȅ
ɏܸକٯഌࡹኟಣӈဋܼැनαљഌȂ߰ѠሇᚭඳࡿᔇࡹኟჭȄ

።ࡹኟැ

सញூࡹኟႇܼሇ࢚ȂѠђΤရഌࡿᔇࡹኟჭȄ
सញூࡹኟႇܼڗᐮȂѠܷ௭ရഌࡿᔇࡹኟჭȄ

ရഌࡿᔇࡹኟჭȞѿȟ

ရഌࡿᔇࡹኟჭȞѢȟ

ԋ၇ࡹኟጦፑჭȞᖢࠕܗȟޠРݳ
ٻңҐࡹኟැٯϛሰ्ጦፑჭȂٯйяኆਣҐࡹኟැηٯґԋ၇ጦፑჭȄ
सनഌࡹኟႇܼڗᐮȂࠍѠቩђପӈጦፑჭȄ
τӼٻңึ౫ٯϛሰ्ӼђጦፑჭȂկԥᜱঐൊԂࡹڸኟᎍ࡚ޠୱᚡȄ
स்དྷ्ጦፑჭȂ፝ᒴඊίӗࡿұȄ
नഌᎭჭ

नഌᎭჭ

नഌᎭჭ

ጦፑჭ

ཧԛ
ܝᜧ

ᢳ!ܝΚᎭჭܝޠᜧȄ

ݨཏ
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ᢴ!ܷᎭჭन८៴ޠຯȄ!

ɓ!ٻңࠊȂጃᇰᎭჭܝڎᜧጃᄃܝԂȄ

ᢵ!ඳጦፑჭȄ

αᖘʝࠊᖘࡹኟಣӈٻޠңРݳ
ԄშܛұȂКᖘဋܼαᖘࠊڸᖘࡹኟಣ
ӈϟϜȄ
፝ϊЗϽКهဋܼჭܛӶ՞ဋȄ

ɏ!Кᖘဋܼαᖘࠊڸ
ᖘࡹኟಣӈϟϜȂ
КජӪίȄ

ɏ!፝ϊЗϽКهဋܼჭܛӶ
՞ဋȄ

ɓ፝ݨཏᗘռӶࡹኟႇโϜᆄȄ
ʖࠍѠആԚڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!सٻңႇโϜٙᡞདژቒ੩ฯܗளਣȂ፝Ҵ֊

Цٻңٯኊၛᚃ৲ཏُȄ

αᖘࠊڸᖘࡹኟಣӈޠՍ።ᐍൾ࡚ᐡᄻѠପ
ӬٻңᡞഷτӪѵիя!5ʶȄ

ࡹኟ๗ࡤ

ཹڦᏣٻޠңР!ݳ
ࡹί! IfbufsȞཹڦᏣȟࡹ໗ఃनഌ)c*ڸැ৵)t*ђዦȄӕࡹΚԪȂ༊
ఃनഌ)c*ђዦȄࡹಒήԪȂ༊ఃැ৵)t*ђዦȄ!
ࡹಒѳԪȂࠍᜱഗܛԥޠђዦȄ

ࡹ໗

ࡿұ
ȞcȈनഌȂ!
tȈැ৵ȟ

ɓ!ཹڦᏣఃτङ!3!ϊਣϟࡤȂཽՍᜱഗȄ
ɓ!ሎᏣႬྜґȂस՞ܼࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱ!POȞ௦ȟਣȂϬѠఃܗᜱഗڦ

ཹᏣȄ

ሎᏣα്ޠѱ
ւңሎᏣ८ࡤݗ८!ޠNVUFȞᓘॲȟࡹ໗Ȃ്ѱᖑॲϹඳ࣐ᓘॲܗ
ඉᖑॲȄ
ᓘॲਣȂሎᏣᡘұᄎཽᡘұѢშұޠಓဵȄ

ࡹ໗

ࡿұ

ࡹኟ๗ࡤ
ɓ!ؑԪٻңࡤȂ፝ଡ଼҇ᜱഗлႬྜᜱȂٯႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
ʖ፝ᗘռܗ่ڌᛁܼޑҐࠣαተᏄ๊࣐ȂࠍѠആԚڨܗࢉٲ།Ȅ

ݨཏ

ɓ!ٻңҐࡹኟැࡤȂ፝ଡ଼҇ැनӓ፪କȂٯရ࢝ӓܺίȄ
ɓ!ؑԪٻңࡤȂ፝ఽ౪ᠱȂٯԇܼܺᕇၷЎޠӵРȄ
ɓ!ႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇пඬ՟ႬྜඩᓟޠРԓܧяȄ
ɓ!ΚࢳਣϛሰٻңਣȂ፝ଡ଼҇ႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ
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ࡹኟโ!'!זᒶᐆ

Սโז
ᐄႲ೪ᒶȂᖃӔԥ!27!ᆎՍ
โזȂѠණٽᎍӬ்ሰؒҭޠ
ڸңഋࡹޠኟȄ

ࡹኟโ זɍ! ᒶ!ᐆ

ࡹኟโז

ൊԂዂԓ
ѠՍҦಣӬ்ൊޠѓȄҼѠ።
ץᄛȃ৶ȃαί๊ࡹኟձȄ
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2 Gvmm!CpezȞӓٙࡹኟȟ
ӓ८ޠӓٙߴୋࡹኟȄ
௱ᙩདញઁഽܗᆡઢϛٻٺңޠโזȄ

3 Gvmm!Cpez!BjsȞӓٙᔇࡹኟȟ
ߴୋࡹኟโז
ᎍңܼܺᚭՋՉ
ߞࡹ՟Ӊեߴୋโޠזโ
ࡹז໗!3!ऍយȂѠᒶᐆ
࡚ܺᚭѓȄ

२ܼᔇࡹኟޠӓ८ܓӓٙࡹኟȄ
௱ᙩൊԂմڗᐮࡹኟٻңޠโזȄ

4 ZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟ
ߨЎԒᎍңޠโזȄ
௱ᙩൊԂմڗᐮࡹኟ!ܗ25!ྒȞ֥ȟпαٻ่ڌң
ޠโזȄ

ҐโזණٽΚᆎණਐᆡઢޠӓٙץഁࡹኟȄ

6 NpsojohȞఒࡹኟȟ
ᎵҢโז
ᎍңܼණਐᆡઢܺܗᚭ
ߞࡹ՟ӉեᎵҢโޠזโ
ࡹז໗!3!ऍយȂѠᒶᐆ
࡚ܺᚭѓȄ

ࡹኟโ זɍ! ᒶ!ᐆ

5 RvjdlȞץഁࡹኟȟ

ᎍңܼఒࡹޠኟȄ
௱ᙩఐαءᆄԂۧܗґඉϰٻңޠโזȄ

7 OjhiuȞۈࡹኟȟ
ᎍңܼۈࡹޠኟȄ
௱ᙩܼᆄࠊٻңޠโזȄ

8 TusfdiȞȟ
ᎍңܼޠᐈձȄ
Ґโז२ܼ᠊ԣװڸԣޠձȄ

9 EsfbnXbwfȞჳГݱȟ
ᎍңܼ!EsfbnXbwfȞჳГݱȟࡹޠኟȄ
௱ᙩሰ्ܺᚭٻңޠโזȄ
ɓ!ᐄٻңޠٙାȃᡞȃ་ఈِ࡚ڐڸуࣻᜱӱષ።ᐍؑঐโ

ޠזਣߞȄ
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Սโז
Սโז
ɓ!27!ᆎՍโזѠණٽϛӤࡹޠኟᡑϾРԓ၍ଷઁഽȄ
ɓ!ւңՍโࡹז໗ᒶᐆൊޠโזȂѠණٽΚᆎಓӬ்ሰ्ًޠԂდࡹኟโזȄ

өᆎ።Рݳ
ɜ!CBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4Eȟࡹ໗
Ѡң!\ɮ^!І!\ɯ^!ࡼ៊።ᐍनഌࡹኟڗᐮޠ࡚Ȅ

ɜ!BJS!MFWFMȞᔇ࡚ȟࡹ໗
ᔇࡹኟ࡚ۗߒޠ೪࣐ۢ!NfejvnȞϜ๊ȟȄ!
ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂ࡚ྲٸାȃᔇࡹኟڦȃմȃϜޠזᡑȄ
ȞZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟโޠזᔇࡹኟ࡚Ȃߒۗ೪࣐ۢմ࡚Ȅȟ
ɏसᡑโזȂࠍᔇࡹኟཽ࡚ᘫႮՎۗߒڐ೪ۢȞϜȟȄ

ɜ!WJCF!PGGȞЦᎫȟࡹ໗
ࡹྲൊԂȂւң!WJCF!PGGȞЦᎫȟࡹ໗ڦє֥ܼโזϜޠᎫ
ѓȄ
ӕԪࡹί!WJCF!PGGȞЦᎫȟࡹ໗߰ѠඉᎫѓȄ

ɜ!ᔇࡹኟࡹ໗
Ѡࡹୣ።ᐍᔇࡹኟ࡚Ȅ!
ؑԪࡹί՞ܼሎᏣ८ࡤݗ८ࡹޠ໗ਣȂ࡚ྲٸାȃᔇࡹኟڦ
ȃմȃϜޠזᡑȄ
ɏसᡑโזȂࠍᔇࡹኟཽ࡚ᘫႮՎۗߒڐ೪ۢȞϜȟȄ

Սโז

ɜ!Cbdl!WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗
ւңሎᏣ८ࡤݗ८!ޠCbdl!WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗Ȃ።ᐍनഌᎫ
ڗޠᐮ࡚ȄनഌᎫ࡚ۗߒޠ೪࣐ۢմ࡚Ȅ!
ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂ࡚ྲٸାȃᎫڦȃմޠזᡑȄ

ᡑโ!ז
Ӷโזၽ๗ࠊȂ߰ѠϹඳՎѫΚᆎโזȄ֊ٻҔӶࡹኟโזၽϜȂΚҎၽົႇ41!ϸយȂࡹኟཽҴ֊๗Ȅ
ɏᡑโזሰ्ΚٳਣȂӱ࣐नഌ!4E!ѓ᠅ޠӶᡑโ҇ࠊזӒ࣊Ȅ

ໍϜޠՍโזϹඳՎѫΚঐโ!ז
Ӷ࢛ঐՍโזၽਣȂࡹίѫΚঐՍโࡹז໗ȂࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȂดࡤӶՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขԚུޠٙᡞ௮
ඣϟࡤȂӕۗᒶᐆޠโזȄӶՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขᐈձਣȂѠ።ᐍഌ՞ဋȄ

ՍโזϹඳՎൊԂዂԓ
ӶՍโזၽϜȂࡹίൊԂዂԓ࢛ޠঐࡹ໗ਣȂՍโཽזҴ֊ЦȂดࡤۗᒶᐆޠᐈձȄདྷ्ᒶᐆᔇࡹኟܗनഌ
ᎫࡹኟȂӶᒶᐆࠊȂӒࡹί!QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗ЦၽϜޠՍโזȄ

Ϝഋ๗โז
ࡹί!QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗ȂЦၽϜࡹޠኟȄࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȂ৵ැཽՍӲޣژҴ՞ဋȂดࡤЦȄ
ᆨࡩࡹܗݸኟැၽᙾளਣȂ፝ࡹί!FNFSHFODZ!TUPQȞԋӓЦȟࡹ໗ȄࡹኟᎉҴ֊ЦၽᙾȄጃᇰԋӓࡤȂࡹί!
QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗ȄࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȄ
ɓ!དញࡹኟႇܼڗᐮਣȂ፝ྲٸҐᐈձКь৶ڗᐮโ࡚ȄԄ።ᐍࡤٸดདញڗᐮႇτȂ፝Ҵ֊Цٻң

ݨཏ
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ٯᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȄ
ʖ!Ӷདញڗᐮႇޠݸί៊ٻңਣȂѠᏳयڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!፝ϽКܗရܺΤࡹኟᎉЁ७ഌ՞ȃැनІැ৵ϟޫޠܗѠഌ՞ϟϜȄٻңਣ፝ϽڄᔝᏂႻȃ
ᜧȃКᒽȃК៥ȃ๊ࡿרޑᡞȄ
ɓ!ࡹኟᇁഌȂ!ᇁܗရҦရ࢝ܧяਣȂ፝ϽܺڐӲȄ

❶ ࡹί!QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗Ȅ
स!3!ϸយϲґᒶᐆȂཽՍᜱഗႬྜȄ
ࡹίདྷ्ࡹޠ໗Ȅ!
ɓߞࡹ՟โࡹז໗!3!ऍយȂᒶᐆࡹኟโ࡚ܺޠז

ᚭѓȄ
ɓसདྷזٸಣӬ!3!ᆎ೪ۢࡹޠኟโזȂ፝ᒴඊпί

❷

❸

ؐȈᒶᐆಒΚঐ೪ۢࡹޠኟโזϟࡤȂຼሎ
Ꮳαӓഌࡹޠ໗എӶᛘਣȂҴ֊ᒶᐆಒΡঐࡹኟ
โזȄτङԥ!6!ऍយѠᡲ்ᒶᐆಒΡঐ೪ۢޠโ
זȄ3!ᆎࡹኟโז՜ഀਣȂಒΚঐᒶᐆޠโࡹז໗
ཽࡰ߬ȂӤਣಒΡঐᒶᐆޠโࡹז໗ཽྑޠ
ᛘȄ
ݨཏȈZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟโזณݳಣӬࡹኟȄ
ɓΚҎᒶۢ೪ۢޠโזȂࡹኟැཽՍ་ఈՎࡹኟ
ۗޠ՞ဋȄ

Ѡ።ᐍࡹኟᎉ՞ဋȄ

ւң!SPMMFSȞࡹኟᎉȟࡹ໗።ᐍࡹኟᎉޣ՞ဋȄ
Ԅݏϛሰ्።ȂࠍߴࡼޒȄ

❹

โ࡚ໍޠזІโזӫᆏཽᡘұܼሎᏣޠᡘұᄎαȄ

Սโז

โזۗȄ

ɏ!
सҐᐈձᇅڐуޠᐈձಣӬȂࠍϛཽᡘұโ࡚ໍޠזȄ

โזԚȄ
❺

ࡹኟโז๗ਣȂࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȞැनα
љഌȟȄ
ࡤڐȂሎႬྜೞϹᘟȂดՅȂ་ఈޠැनȃရ࢝ޠ
ِ࡚።ᐍІཹڦᏣ!PO0PGG!ϬӶѠٻңޒᄙȄ
ಣӬ!3!ᆎโזਣȂ࿌ಒΚঐᒶᐆޠโז๗ȂಒΡ
ঐᒶᐆޠโזۗϟርȂಒΡঐโࡹޠז໗ཽྑ
ܓᛘᡑ࣐ࡰ߬ȄดࡤȂಒΡঐโזۗȄ

ɓ!ؑԪࡹኟޠਣϛົႇ!26!ϸយȄ፝ϽᄈٙᡞӤΚഌ՞ഀ៊ࡹኟົႇ!6!ϸយȄ

ݨཏ

ʖߞਣഀ៊ٻңਣȂႇ࡚ڗᐮٙᡞȂആԚЇਞڨܗࣦݏ།Ȅ

ؑЉࡹޠኟᖃਣښӶ!41!ϸយѿѢȂٯйӶؑࡹኟϟߴࡼᎍ࿌ޠႥȄ
ɏ25!ྒܗпα่ڌ༊Ѡٻң!ZpvuiȞߨЎԒࡹኟȟโٯזйؑС༊ΚȄ
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ൊԂዂԓ
ൊԂዂԓٻޠңРݳ
Ѡ!ᢳ!Վ!ᢶ!ޠᒶϜᒶᐆൊࡹޠኟձಣӬȄ
ɓ!ձ።ើϜԄݏዀଅԥ!ɒȂߓұѠӶၽႇโϜ።ձȄ
ɓ!࢛ٳձณݳ።ᐍൾ࡚ӱ࣐๗ӬᅍᎉܗनഌᎫȂࢉՅณݳ።ᐍൾ࡚Ȅ
ɓ!ӶஆҐܗᅍᎉၽϜȂໍՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขޠРԓཽڸՍโזΚኻȄ

ᢳஆҐձ

!•!!
ໍՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขޠРԓڸՍโזΚኻȄ
!•!!
ΚҎໍஆҐᐈձޠՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขȂसᒶᐆѫѵޠΚૢᐈձȂณݳӕԪໍȄ
ձ

ࡹ໗

ϲৡ

ࡿұ

Ӫαʝ
Ӫί

உࡹኟޠඦਔȄ

ඦਔ

ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆӪαȃӪίܗЦȄ
ȞᎨಒ!32!ॳȄȟ

ɒ

உᔤծКដདޠፓᚖࡹኟȄ

Кࡹኟ

ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆӪαȃӪίܗЦȄ
ȞᎨಒ!32!ॳȄȟ

пϛӤഁ࡚ӪαڸӪίඦਔȂཽٯՍ
२ፓȄ

ᚗ२ඦਔ

உࡹኟ҉ܰޠȄ

ධ҉

ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆධ҉!2ȃ
ධ҉!3!ܗЦȄ

ൊԂዂԓ

உԥ࠸ࡿޠᔇࡹኟȄ

ࡿᔇ

ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆࡿᔇ!2ȃ
ࡿᔇ!3!ܗЦȄ

ɒ
4ᆎ઼๊

2:

ࡿұ
ഌᔇࡹኟ

ᖘഌ

Кᖘᔇࡹኟ

ရഌ

ᇁഌᔇࡹኟ

৵ഌ

ᖙഌᔇࡹኟ

ɒ

ɒ

ș

ș

ș

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ș

ɒ

ɒ

ș

ධ҉!3

ș

ɒ

ɒ
4ᆎ઼๊
ș
ɒ
4ᆎ઼๊

ࡿᔇ!2

ș

ș

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ࡿᔇ!3

ș

ș

ș

ɒ

ɒ

ϲৡ

ഌ

ɒ

ɒ

ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆ৶ȃϜȃܗPGGȄ
ࡹ໗

ș

ș

ᢴ!ᔇࡹኟ

ձ

࡚

ș

ධ҉!2

ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆӪαȃӪίܗЦȄ
ȞᎨಒ!32!ॳȄȟ

ൾ࡚ αʝί

ɒ

Ӥؐໍඦਔ҉ܰڸȄ

ඦਔ'ධ҉

ഁ࡚

Ȟѿಓဵߓұഌᔇ࡚࣐ڗᐮ࡚Ȅȟ

ȞѿಓဵߓұКᖘᔇ࡚࣐Ϝ๊ڗᐮ࡚Ȅȟ

Ȟѿಓဵߓұᇁഌᔇ࡚࣐৶ڗᐮ࡚Ȅȟ

Ȟѿಓဵߓұᖙഌᔇ࡚࣐ڗᐮ࡚Ȅȟ

࡚
ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

ᢵᅍᎉ

ໍՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขޠРԓڸՍโזΚኻȄ
ձ

ᅍ

ࡹ໗

ϲৡ

ࡿұ

༊пᅍᎉαίಌȂ߰Ѡໍᐍ
ঐܗഌෝܝիȄ
ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆӓഌܝիȃഌ
ܝիܗЦȄ

ൾ࡚

αʝί

ɒ

ɒɏ

ӓഌܝի
ഌܝի

ɏഌܝիਣȂѠ።ᐍഌܝիጓ൝ޠϜЗ՞ဋȄӓഌܝիਣȂѠЇᙾӪαܗӪίޠၽȄ

ᢶ!Ꭻ

ښनഌᎫࡹኟȄ
ȞпႲ೪ޠႥՍ२ፓᎫᐈձ!ޠPO!!ܗPGGȄȟ
ؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶᐆ৶ȃܗPGGȄ
ձ

ࡹ໗

ࡿұ

αʝί

࡚

ɒ

ɒ

ɒ

नഌᎫ
ϲৡ

ңܼनഌᎫޠᐈձ

ൊԂዂԓ

ൾ࡚

ȞαРಓဵߓұᎫ࡚࣐ڗᐮ࡚Ȅȟ
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ൊԂዂԓ
өᆎ።Рݳ
ɜ!CBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4Eȟࡹ໗

ɜ!ᡑӪαʝӪί

ձ

Ӫαࡹኟ
Ӫίࡹኟ

ࡿұ

ձ

ϲৡ
ӶඦਔȃКࡹኟІඦਔ'ධ҉
ਣȂؑԪࡹίࡹ໗ਣȂѠᒶ
ᐆӪαȃӪίܗЦȄ

ࡹ໗

ϲৡ
Ѡң!\ɮ^!І!\ɯ^!ࡼ៊።ᐍनഌ
ࡹኟڗᐮޠ࡚Ȅ

࡚

ɜ!SPMMFSȞࡹኟᎉȟࡹ໗

ձ

ࡹ໗

αʝί

ϲৡ
ӶඦਔȃКࡹኟȃᚗ२ඦਔȃඦ
ਔ'ධ҉ȃࡿᔇ!203ȃධ҉!203!ڸ
नഌᎫਣȂѠւң!\! !^!!\!ڸ
!^!።ᐍࡹኟᎉ՞ဋȄ

ൊԂዂԓ

!ɏഌܝիਣȂѠ።ᐍഌܝիጓ൝ޠϜЗ՞ဋȄ
ӓഌܝիਣȂࡹί!\! !^!!^! !\!ܗѠЇᙾӪαܗӪί
ޠၽȄ

ɜ!TqffeȞഁ࡚ȟࡹ໗

ձ

ࡹ໗

ࡿұ

ഁ࡚

ɜ!XjeuiȞൾ࡚ȟࡹ໗

Ӷࡿᔇ!2ȃ!ධ҉!203ȃӓഌܝիȃഌܝ
իڸनഌᎫਣȂѠп!4!ᆎ઼๊Ȟભȃ
Ϝȃቷȟ።ᐍࡹኟᎉൾ࡚Ȅ
ᐈձਣȂѠ።ᐍൾ࡚Ȅ
ɏ!
࢛ٳձณݳ።ᐍൾ࡚ȞඦਔȃКࡹኟȃඦ
ਔ'ධ҉ࡿܗᔇ!3ȟӱ࣐๗ӬᅍᎉܗनഌᎫ
ȂࢉՅณݳ።ᐍൾ࡚Ȅ

ϲৡ
Ӷඦਔȃඦਔ'ධ҉ܗධ҉
2Ȃ።ᐍࡹኟᎉഁ࡚Ȃ
ԥ!4!ᆎ઼๊ѠᒶȄ
ᐈձਣȂѠ።ᐍഁ࡚Ȅ
Ȟѿಓဵߓұഁ࡚೪ۢ
࣐մഁȄȟ

ձ

ࡹ໗

ભ
ൾ࡚ Ϝ
ቷ
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ࡿұ
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❶ ࡹί!QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗Ȅ
स!3!ϸយϲґᒶᐆȂཽՍᜱഗႬྜȄ

❷

ࡹίདྷ्ࡹޠ໗Ȅ
ɏ!ᒶᐆӓഌܝիܗഌܝիȂՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขۢ՞ࡿᔇҳ
՞Ȅ

ࡹኟձۗȄ
❸

โ࡚ໍޠזІโזӫᆏཽᡘұܼሎᏣޠᡘұᄎ
αȄ

26!ϸយࡤȂ๗ࡹኟᐈձȄ
❹

ࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȞැनαљഌȟȄ
ࡤڐȂሎႬྜೞϹᘟȂดՅȂ་ఈޠැनȃ
ရِ࡚࢝ޠ።ᐍ!ІཹڦᏣ!PO0PGG!ϬӶѠٻңޒ
ᄙȄ

ൊԂዂԓ

ᡑโ!ז
ൊԂዂԓϹඳՎՍโז
ɓ!ӶൊԂዂԓၽਣȂࡹίՍโࡹז໗Ȃཽ߰ۗᒶᐆޠՍโזȄ
ɓ!ࡹኟᎉଞӲژԞા՞ဋȂดࡤӶՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขԚٙᡞ௮ඣϟࡤȂӕۗᒶᐆޠโזȄӶՍࡿᔇҳ՞ขਣȂѠ።

ᐍഌ՞ဋȄसӶൊԂዂԓίԚٙᡞ௮ඣȂࠍཽၱႇٙᡞ௮ඣޣ௦ໍՍโזȄ

ɓ!֊ٻҔӶࡹኟโזၽϜȂΚҎၽົႇ41!ϸយȂࡹኟཽҴ֊๗Ȅ

ɏᡑโזሰ्ΚٳਣȂӱ࣐नഌ!4E!ѓ᠅ޠӶᡑโ҇ࠊזӒ࣊Ȅ

Ϝഋ๗โז
ࡹί!QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗ȂЦၽϜࡹޠኟȄࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȂ৵ැཽՍӲژӓޣޠҴ՞ဋȄ
ᆨࡩܗݸԥऐึࢉሬਣȂ፝ࡹί!FNFSHFODZ!TUPQȞԋӓЦȟࡹ໗Ҵ֊ЦࡹኟැȄ
ጃᇰԋӓࡤȂࡹί!QPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗ȄࡹኟᎉཽӲڐژԞા՞ဋȂ৵ැཽՍӲژӓޣޠҴ՞ဋȄ

ɓ!དញࡹኟႇܼڗᐮਣȂ፝ྲٸҐᐈձКь৶ڗᐮโ࡚ȄԄ።ᐍࡤٸดདញڗᐮႇτȂ፝Ҵ֊Цٻң

ݨཏ

ٯᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȄ
ʖ!Ӷདញڗᐮႇޠݸί៊ٻңਣȂѠᏳयڨ།Ȅ
ɓ!፝ϽКܗရܺΤࡹኟᎉЁ७ഌ՞ȃැनІැ৵ϟޫޠܗѠഌ՞ϟϜȄٻңਣ፝ϽڄᔝᏂႻȃ
ᜧȃКᒽȃК៥ȃ๊ࡿרޑᡞȄ
ɓ!ࡹኟᇁഌȂᇁഌҦရჭܧяਣȂ፝ϽᇁഌܺΤȄ
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ࢉሬ௷ଷ
सၑშᐄࢉሬ௷ଷࡿࠓࡿұȂࠔϬณ௷ݳଷࢉሬȂ፝Ҵ֊ЦٻңᐡᏣп٪ڨܗࢉٲ།Ȃٯйඩ
৵ϜܧίඩᓟȄ፝ᇅࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȞଅၸܼࡍۼȟᖓᛯȄ
ޒᄙ

ၽᙾਣޠᏢॲȈ
ɓ!ܰ҉Іඦਔ҉ܰڸਣ
ɓ!щࣆޠᖑॲ
ɓ!ࡹኟᎉᇅ८ਠޠኟᔣᖑȂ!ܗEsfbnXbwfȞჳГݱȟዂԓਣ֤֤ձޠ८ਠኟᔣᖑ
ɓ!ᐈձ!EsfbnXbwfȞჳГݱȟਣޠ୩ᖑ!
ɓ!ᎫᐡᄻᏢॲ
ɓ!ැन་ఈᐡᄻޠᖑॲ
ɓ!ᔇࡹኟჭޠᖑॲ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ࢉሬ௷ଷ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ
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ٳᐡᏣҔளၽᙾਣϛѠᗘռޠᏢॲȂٯϛኈܓڐȄ

ሎᏣࡹ໗ծоณݳҔளᐈձȄ
ጃᇰпίѠޠୱᚡȈ
ᢳ!ጃᇰႬྜጤඩᓟӓඩΤඩ৵ϜȄ
ᢴ!ጃᇰႬྜጤඩᓟӓඩΤࡹኟැनࡤޠႬྜ௦ΤπϜȄ
ᢵ!ጃᇰ҉ࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱȄ

ሎᏣᡘұᄎя౫ȶSftubsu!uif!nbjo!QPXFS!txjudiȞ२ུఃлႬྜ
ᜱȟȷଊਁȄ
ᜱഗࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱȂٯӶτङ!6!ऍយࡤ२ུఃȄ!!
ᢳ!सࡹኟැӲᘫҔளޒᄙȂࠍϛሰໍΚؐޠձȄ
ᢴ!सӕԪя౫ࣻӤଊਁȂ፝ЦٻңࡹኟැȂٯйඩ৵ϜܧίඩᓟȄ፝ࣂၛࡋЙ݉ଡ଼Ϝ
ЗȄ

፝Ͻᡲߩ௳᠍݉ଡ଼সᄈໍڐܷܗڤᆱঔȄ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

፝ӓֳΤැϜȂᓟᆨᎭӶഌࡹኟಣӈȄขࡿᔇҳ՞ϟࡤȂѠҴ֊ٻң! SPMMFSȞࡹ
ኟᎉȟࡹ໗።ᐍࡹኟᎉഌ՞ဋȄ

โໍזϜഋЦࡹኟձȄ
ᜱഗࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱȂٯӶτङ!6!ऍយࡤ२ུఃȄ!!
ᢳ!सࡹኟැӲᘫҔளޒᄙȂࠍϛሰໍΚؐޠձȄ
ᢴ!सࡹኟැณݳӲඉҔளȂ፝ЦٻңࡹኟැȂٯйඩ৵ϜܧίඩᓟȄ፝ࣂၛࡋЙ݉ଡ଼
ϜЗȄ

֊ٻҔӶࡹኟϜȂࡹኟᎉηཽϜഋЦȄ
ࡹኟᎉഁ࡚ጦᄛٯйᔇΩႇτਣȂѠཽኸਣЦಌȄ
ࢉߩٯሬȂѬሰเཌྷܸΚίٙᡞȄ

ࡹኟᎉಌՎദᆓࡤίȄ
Ӷࡹኟ๗्ᚕࡹኟැਣȂ࣐ΠϛᄈٙᡞആԚኈȂՍۢਣᏣѓཽࡹٻኟᎉಌՎα
ᆓȄӕԪࡹίሎᏣα!ޠQPXFSȞႬྜȟࡹ໗Ȃ៊ࡹኟȄ

ࢉሬ௷ଷ

ޒᄙ

Սࡿᔇҳ՞ขѓณݳҔளၽձȄ
Ȟࡹኟᎉା࡚ณݳପӬഌȄȟ

ѿѢڎᜟࡹޠኟᎉ՞ဋᚕȄ
ӱ࣐ණٽһᄮ҉ޠѓ೪ॏȂܛпԥਣڐЦ՞ဋ
ᚕșᄻആαϛѠᗘռȂࢉߩٯሬȄ

ङ!2/6!dn
ङ!2/6!dn

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ณݳ་ఈැनȄ
ጃᇰැनڸښ౾ϟԥࠣޑȄ
ః་ఈԋӓᐡᄻȄ
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ࢉሬ௷ଷ
ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱ࣐ԋӓޠҭޠȂ೪ॏαӶᐈձ་ఈැनܗရ࢝ਣȂཽЦᔇࡹኟȂࢉߩٯሬȄ

सࡹί!CBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4Eȟ\!ޠ,^!ࡹ໗ȂࠍЦᔇࡹኟȄ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ᄻആαϛѠᗘռȂࢉߩٯሬȄ

ޒᄙ

ැ৵᠅ऐяٯґᕼӲȄ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ࢉሬ௷ଷ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ

ޒᄙ

ӱІ
၅ఀ௪ࢋ
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ᔇࡹኟਣȂၑშ་ఈැनܗ።ᐍရ࢝ȂࡹኟැЦȄ

ැ৵᠅ւңᔇᕼޫщޠΚಣ᠅ڐٻᑸԄ౩Ȅԥ
ਣ᠅ٯґӓᕼӲȄ᠅щࡤȂณֳӶࡹኟැαȂߩܗள
ዶޠٻңࡹኟැਣȂ߰ѠึҢᆎݸȄሇࡹැ৵᠅ޠ
щഌϸڐژޣӕ࡚ᡑࡶȂ߰Ѡሇᚭ၍؛ԫୱᚡȄ

नഌࡹኟᎉᐘӪၽਣȂڐϜΚঐनഌࡹኟᎉȶћ
՟ȷܗȶྥȷȄ
नഌࡹኟᎉᐡᄻޠ೪ॏп༬܀РԓᐘӪᘜȄୌᅮȂ८ਠޠዺ
ᖸഌϸཽћ՟ࡹኟᎉȂཽ߰Ңћ՟ྥܗޠདញȄຝሰ्።ᐍ
८ਠȄ

ڐϜΚঐनഌࡹኟᎉޣȶၱȷܗȶྥȷȄ

नഌࡹኟᎉᐡᄻޠ೪ॏпӪαڸӪίпІࡤ௱ࠊڸ௱ޠРԓಌ
ȄୌᅮȂ८ਠޠዺᖸഌϸཽћ՟ࡹኟᎉȂनഌཽ߰Ңၱܗ
ྥޠདញȄຝሰ्።ᐍ८ਠȄ

ђዦ೪ۢծоณݳҔளၽձȄ

ђዦϰӈ՞ܼැ৵ڸनഌޠϜഌ՞Ȅђዦϰޠ೪ॏණٽ
ැ৵ڸनഌߩளྤޠڸђዦѓȄཹڦᏣሰ्! 6.21! ϸយϘཽ
ژႁᐈձྤ࡚Ȅ፝Ⴒ٘ޠਣђዦැ৵ڸनഌȄ

ளُୱᚡ
सདྷቩђࡹኟΩ࡚ᔗࡪቅᒳȉ
ՍโזਣȂւңሎᏣα!ޠCBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4EȟȃBJS!MFWFMȞᔇ࡚ȟȃCbdl!
WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟؑܗঐᔇࡹኟࡹ໗Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟȂ߰Ѡ።ᐍࡹኟ
࡚ȄൊԂዂԓίȂւңሎᏣα!ޠCBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4EȟȃCbdl!WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗
Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟؑܗঐᔇࡹኟࡹ໗Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟȂ߰Ѡ።ᐍࡹኟ࡚Ȅ
सԫРݳณਞȂࠍ७մ་ఈޠැनٯӓֳΤැϜȂп߰Ӷ་ఈޠැनαቩђӼޠ२
໕Ȅ
ηѠܷίᎭჭनࡤޠጦፑჭቩђ࡚Ȅ

सདྷ৶ࡹኟΩ࡚ᔗࡪቅᒳȉ
ՍโזਣȂւңሎᏣα!ޠCBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4EȟȃBJS!MFWFMȞᔇ࡚ȟȃCbdl!
WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟؑܗঐᔇࡹኟࡹ໗Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟȂ߰Ѡ።ᐍࡹኟ
࡚ȄൊԂዂԓίȂւңሎᏣα!ޠCBDL!4.EȞनഌ!4Eȟȃ!Cbdl!WjcfȞनഌᎫȟࡹ໗
Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟؑܗঐᔇࡹኟࡹ໗Ȟ८ࡤݗ८ȟȂ߰Ѡ።ᐍࡹኟ࡚Ȅ
सԫРݳณਞȂᎭჭनࡤޠጦፑჭඳԚණޠٽጦፑჭȞࠕȟȄ
ЁକැनЎࡹኟ࡚Ȅ

Ҵ֊ᜱഗࡹኟැनࡤޠлႬྜᜱȂӕႬྜඩᓟҦඩ৵ϜܧяȄ፝ࣂၛࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗȄ

ளُୱᚡ

ϛϊЗױЬዒαџΠȂࡪቅᒳȉ
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ԞાІఽዔߴᎵРݳ
ԞાРݳ
ɓ!џଷჩࡤȂܺဋܼୂޠӵРȄ
ɓ!ϛٻңਣȂ፝ဌα٪ჩȂпռݯαԹჩȄ
ɓ!࣐٪Цᛁޑ୭ࠗႬྜጤȂԞા፝Ͻᡲᛁޑ௦ߗҐᐡڻ൝Ȅ

ݨཏ

ɓ፝ϽҐᐡܺဋܼӏৣޣȂܗᎭߗཹᝦ๊ାྤȄ

ఽዔߴᎵޠРݳ
ݨཏ

ɓ!ఽዔߴᎵϟࠊȂ፝ଡ଼҇ӒႬྜඩᓟඩ৵αܧίȄٯй፝ϽпᕇКඩܧܗႬྜጤඩᓟȄ

नഌᎭჭІөѵဌఽޠዔߴᎵ
ݯα࠲ਣȂ࢚ఽޠዔҁΤྚԥЎ໕ϜࣀܓᏙྤޠЬϜȂӓᔢୂࡤӕࡻџܛԥ࠲Ȅ

ݨཏ

ɓ!ᇅ༮ਠІࡊϲᏪિ๊ߞਣ௦ដࡤȂѠЖକᡑՔȄ

ሎᏣߴࣀఽޠᎵ
ԞાІఽዔߴᎵРݳ
38

፝ңୂҁࡻџሎᏣαޠ࠲Ȅ
ɓ!፝ϽٻңᕇҁᔣࡻȄʖࠍѠᏳयࢉሬȄ

ڐу༮ਠഌӈఽޠዔߴᎵ
࢚ఽޠዔҁΤ֥Ў໕ϜࣀܓᏙྤޠЬϜȂӓᔢୂࡤӕᔣࡻȂ࣐ᗘռࣀዔᏙȂ፝ӕٻңୂ
ҁᔣࡻୂȄ!
ɓ!፝ϽٻңᆡȃڐуྚᏙІܨӏલఽዔߴᎵȂࠍѠᏳयდ།ȃᡑՔȃᓺບȄ

ࡋЙ݉ଡ଼Іߴڿ
2/ߴڿ
፝сಡᎨϲৡ׃ٯԇܺȄ፝Ґᐡߤܛழڿߴޠћ༳ԂٯӲȄ!
ߩঢ়ңȞ୧ң๊ȟݸίȂ֊ٻӶߴঔϲҼ࣐ԥᓼᆱঔȄ

3/ᆱঔᇅ݉ଡ଼
ېଋᆱঔࠊȂ፝ٲӒсಡᎨಒ!34!Վ36!ॳޠȶࢉሬ௷ଷȷȂࣽࣽୱᚡѠпሇܿೞ၍؛Ȅ
सϬԥୱᚡȂ፝ᇅࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗᖓᛯȄ፝ྦറԂпίၦଊȄ
2*!்ۘޠӫȃӵ֮ڸႬၘဵጇ
3*!ࠣӫᆏІဵȞᎨಒ!41!ॳȟ
4*!זӗဵȞᎨࡹኟැښ౾αזޠӗဵዀᡇȟ
5*!ᗋຶС
6*!ࢉሬޒᄙ!
7*!ᗋຶᜍ
ɓ!सߴڿԥਞȈ
ᐄߴڿȂѠຝࢉሬІʝܗᆱঔܓޠ፵Ԟ݉ڦଡ଼ຳȄၐᅿϲৡȂ፝ᎨߴڿȄ
ɓ!सߴڿϑႊȈ
፝ࣽҐьޠन८ٯᖓᛯשউޠ݉ଡ଼ഌߟȄ
सҐᐡѠпঔඉȂשউ்ཽޤҐᐡᆱঔޠզॏຳңȄ
ɓ!ඳႮӈ৳ԇȈ
ҐဵࡤȂשউཽ࣐ҐᐡޠᆱঔႮӈණٽറȞળᙒࠣଷѵȟՎЎϳԒȄᆱঔႮӈࡿᆱࡼҐᐡҔளਞՅ҇റޠႮ
ӈȄ
ɓ!Ӽ݉ଡ଼ၦଊȈ!
፝ᎨҐКьޠन८Ȅ

ࡋЙ݉ଡ଼Іߴڿ
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ԋӓᔯࢦ
ߞٻңޠݸίᔯࢦࠣਣ
я౫пίݸ
ɓ!ԥਣࡹίлႬྜᜱࡤȂᗚณݳၽᙾȄ
ɓ!ႬྜጤᓺບܗખȄ
ɓ!ႬྜጤІႬྜඩᓟளึዦȄ
ɓ!ࡹኟැҢᐷฑکȃளᖑॲܗᎫȄ
ɓ!ԥਣณݳՍᜱഗۢਣᏣȄ
ɓ!я౫ڐуளࢉܗሬȄ!

सึ౫Ӊեαख़ܛӗୱᚡȂ፝ЦٻңȂٯйඩ৵ϜܧίႬྜጤ
ඩᓟȂп٪ࢉሬࢉٲܗȄᖓࡋЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗໍᆱঔȄ

࣐Πԋӓٻң
Ґᐡ८ਠȞඦਔҁȟ࣐ࠣȂٻңԒ४࣐4ԒȞٻңӈȈ2Љၽ3Ԫ26ϸយޠโזȂؑЉٻңȄȟ
࣐ΠԋӓٻңȂ࡛ឋӶٻңԒ४ႇϟࠊۢᔯࢦȄ
ɏٻңԒ४ηཽӱٻңӈՅԥܛᡑϾȄ
ɏԋӓକُȂ࡛ឋӶᗋຶᅗ!6!ԒࡤȂໍࡹኟැޠӓ८ᔯࢦȂ֊ءٻԥӉեኊӑܗୱᚡȄ
ᔯࢦܛሰޠຳң፝ᇅᗋຶޠစ୧ࡋܗЙ݉ଡ଼ϜЗ୧ፚȄ

ԋӓᔯࢦ
3:

ੀ
IDQ.22112B

IDQ.22112E

IDQ.22112F

ٻңႬྜ

BD!231!W

BD!331.351!W

BD!221!W

ۢѓ
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ѣ!ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡㕿⌒㕿ご⏺的嶤ㅲ䨛嵑Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠⪱※⌠枚䑣ㆮ҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡㛲桉㏃宓䛢҉
ѣ!嶤ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡╷憋㕒▐ⴹ⌕㕿⌒҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡宓䛢҈䦚徜҈弤䈘҉
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕⏺嶤戢ㅗ㣙ℬ䛕嶡㞻–的⅊㳎㐀キ㏭㢶キ⌠的䨛嵑㣧⠕㴐慽愙҉
ѣ!ₒ愨こ㒶㘖䮸〼キ⭸憈姹㒶㘖҉
⺞↚

ᾭキ⭸㒶㘖⏧䅭慴ョ▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉䐦⏘㟜沅焱㏃汕廕劳マ䠱⪘的㒶㘖㞣嶤⓮⎳㺕㊼҉
ѣ!!
ῧ䨛↊ⴶ⌕的嶤歃⋵䨛嵑婲儛䠱儛҉⬯㥉婲儛㣗⪱※㛣ⴅ儛的嶤キ◜Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的ㄲ婲儛憁⢋⏝㛣ⴅ儛▻⌺㌏㌏⣝⣽Ᾰ҉㢶⌠㛣ⴅ

儛的嶤╯孮䳙8樢҉
ѣ!嶤⒬䏙ᾷ҈䲆⣕҈⣽⣕勇㥣ᾷ的㏃ⶳ捺䐖㛫儛⣕勇㥣ᾷ҉

㒶㘖㪲⇫↿▜努ⶩ厡恘⃑ⵠ㏃㔌⣼㒶㘖㪲҉
ѣ!!
咒本㞣枡㹎㢶ℬ䛕㣙㣧的⌺㳎ℬ䛕㞣的嶤ㅲ捺㝝枲嶨㣙ℬ䛕嶡㞻–的䨛嵑㣧⠕努㴐慽愙▻⌺ℬ䛕҉

ℬ䛕㞣䠱㺕㊼‸樦
!崓◷
ѣ!!
嶤⒬ⶳ䛢䀽偬㏃戒㕔⠕偬働傂⣕㒶㘖㪲ᾷ的㏃┸⣕㒶㘖㪲あごᾸ҉嶤⒬㔌⣼҈⾒҈慴こボ㢟҈㑶⃥㏃㐚䛢䀽偬☹戒㕔⠕偬҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡䛢偬䧡㔌的ヂ弤䈘䈫㏃宓䛢҉
ѣ!嶤⒬ⶳ㷡㏃⌣₃㽟℀㺩㺿⏝㒶㘖㪲㏃戒㕔⠕ᾷ҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡宓䛢҈䦚徜҈弤䈘҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬嵖⋬䲒ℬ䛕㒶㘖㪲҉⎴⒬嵖⋬䲒㏃ⵍ䐖⣕㒶㘖㪲ᾷ㏃☕⢡皀㪲剹▻㝦҈ご☹勇㥣Ᾰ㝦䳶皁䕖冺的㏃冲⣽⣕㣙㣧ᾷ҉25⸮㏃ₒᾷ䠱⋬䲒ぁ

ℬ䛕棿〡䮸〼҉⣕憆䭺㉲⍢Ᾰ的㎽〡ㅲ樨栗⃡⣕ⴖ⳽恘慦҉
◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
㪲⳽ᾷ⣽䣭3ₒᾷ㞣的嶤⒬ℬ䛕㒶㘖㪲҉䐦⏘㟜㑞䣭ⴖ⳽皀Ⱑ⋬䳶皁㞣҉
䣥㫆

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬⣕恘ᾷ㢶㷡㞣⣽⏝㒶㘖㪲ᾷ的㏃䛕䀬㏸憈姹㙺℉҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡宓䛢㏃㛲桉҉
ѣ!椏㝆㢶䧡㔌㞣嶤∉㴏ℬ䛕的〣⁻㕿ごῚ㒁⎧䛢䀽㕿⫡҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲҈▄⃑㏃宓䛢҉嶤刁亨⣝偼暭⛳㕒㻪傡↛‸ⵉ҉
ѣ!!
䛕㏸㑙弤勇㥣㞣的嶤⒬䰮䋣㤫㏸҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬憋傚ℬ䛕▃㡃⠕弲慴ῑⶼ㞣㏃㢡本䠱㞣枡҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡㿖䊘⃑҉
ѣ!!
◜㒶㘖䮸〼Ὸ⏺的㏃㛫Ᾰ☹⓴弤㪲剹㞣的嶤ㅲ䨛↊☕⢡㹎㢶皀䐦⏘㟜⋬䲒皁☹ⵍ䐖҉嶤㺕㊼Ὰ嬮嵖恘℀㏃䐖♮⫦⣕㪲剹▻㝦㏃勇㥣䠱Ᾰ

⺞↚

㝦҉
◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
⬯㥉恘℀㏃䐖♮婘⢝的嶤㒶Ᾰ㪲剹㒶晛的ⶳ㒶㘖㪲㈏⪺⏝ⴶ⌕䠱儛҉
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ⴶ⌕㺕㊼‸樦
ℬ䛕㞣䠱㺕㊼‸樦
!㺕㊼
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕㞣嶤⒬䛕媥棟䠱䡛剑仔廡㒶㘖㪲҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬ⶳ㒶㘖㪲䛕※树㒶㘖╷㪲⳽Ὸ⫃䠱䛕懁҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬ℬ䛕※⫡投҈劥投҈匦投҈⌠启⪱皀㏸剅҈半䢃䳶皁҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡恘℀Ὰ憯㏃▄⃑҉ῧ戬⋺⫗慴ョ䉵䠱⏧䅭的嶤⣕樵投䳶投⥘ᾷ㦁愜䠱㶈⾫҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬ⶳ㏸㛫⌒㒶㘖愛ᾷᾸ慽䠱投⎳҈㪲剹▜投⎳㏃⌣₃ⓧ⦌҉ℬ䛕㞣嶤⒬№㏡╾欝҈樦暫҈㏸娕҈㏸朜҈㎿㒴䳶⤇䨙䐖℀҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉
䣥㫆

ѣ!!
嶤⒬ⶳ匬投㛫⣕㣙ℬ䛕嶡㞻–Ὶ㏭憝㻨ⓧ⦌皀匬投婲儛皁Ὸ⫃䠱⣝㝦҉
ѣ!!
勇㥣▗努䛕※匬投☹勇投҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
ᾷ卯☹⏺卯偱₣▗努䛕※ᾷ卯☹⏺卯҉剖投㒶㘖偱₣▗努䛕※剖投҉

ⴶ⌕㺕㊼‸樦

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬⣕㞍䑣ㆮᾸ慽愙㒶㘖㪲҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!╾䛌仔㇒㉲⍢㏃㋌孶㒶㘖㪲慽愙㢶ク㞣的嶤㒶Ᾰ戒㕔⠕䠱͒∉㴏͓㒶晛的∉㴏㒶㘖҉
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕Ὶ咒㋌孶␔䉵䝩䞈㏃恘℀ク的嶤䱸┠∉㴏ℬ䛕的〣▾ⓨ⾵♕嶏҉
ѣ!!
⬯㥉孶ㅄ㒶㘖慴※⏧䅭㞣的嶤㧦㔛㣙ℬ䛕嶡㞻–⍼マ⏧䅭䮸こ҉⬯㥉嶰㜡▻憅㟜孶ㅄ⫗慴⏧䅭的嶤∉㴏ℬ䛕的〣Ά⣝偼暭⛳刁亨҉

⬯㥉孶ㅄ慴※⏧䅭┡憅傔傚ℬ䛕的▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
㑳Ᾰ僀⍟娙⥘▻⬯㥉㋌孶㒶㘖慴※⏧䅭的ぁ䱸┠∉㴏ℬ䛕的〣捺㝝ⴶ婲僀⍟娙⥘҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕㞣嶤⒬㑳Ᾰ剹投植⥘҉
ѣ!!
嶤戬⋺⣕㒶㘖慴䮸Ὶ⌒䤎҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
㵼㳎㒶㘖䠱㞣枡Ὰ努弲慴41⎳晌҉㒮傚㒶㘖▹ᾭ投的嶤⒬弲慴6⎳晌҉

⺞↚

㈸㋭䒙㷴㌶⢘

!本㞣枡憋傚ℬ䛕懍㎽慴こ⏧䅭的ⶩ厡䢥╺㛵㥉㏃▄⃑҉
㵼⫖䠱㒶㘖㞣枡嶤㕔⏣⣕41⎳晌⾓■҉
͚ⶦ※25⸮㏃ₒᾷ䠱ⴖ⳽的▗努ℬ䛕棿〡䮸〼的῁㵼⫖▗努憈姹ᾭ㳎㒶㘖҉
ѣ!!
㒶㘖慴䮸Ὶ的匬投㏃勇投⁻勇㥣Ὶ㑪⎧▻的嶤⒬ョ姹⌺㛫憈╨҉
⬯㥉ョ姹㛫⌒的▜努ⶩ厡㛲桉҉
ѣ!!
㏸卯㒶㘖Ὶ的⁻ᾷ卯偱₣҈⏺卯偱₣Ὶ㑪⎧㏸卯▻的嶤⒬⌺ョ姹ⶳ㏸卯㛫⌒҉
⬯㥉ョ姹㛫⌒的▜努ⶩ厡㛲桉҉
ѣ!!
▃㡃⠕※㪲ご☹㪲剹Ᾰ҉ⶦ※㞍㺂㋌䦒䊚捼䠱⪘的ℬ䛕▃㡃⠕㞣ぁ㺕㊼҉
ѣ!!
∉䛢㞣㏃▜努∉䛢㞣的嶤䱸┠∉㴏ℬ䛕的⌠枚Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的〣㐷䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧҉
◓⏆的㈏⪺ⅈ䛢㞣的⬯㥉㒶㘖㪲⁺䋣⪱※慽愙㯎ゼ的▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!!
▜努╾䛌㐀梤䕝帎㞣的嶤䱸┠∉㴏ℬ䛕的⌠枚Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的〣㐷䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧҉
ѣ!!
㒶㘖㪲Ὰ慽愙㏃㋌孶⏝ク㞣的ῧ柟㴏‸㛲╾䛌的嶤䱸┠∉㴏ℬ䛕的⌠枚Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧的〣刁亨⣝偼暭⛳憈姹㩭㦒
㏃傡↛҉
◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡宓䛢҈䂼䛢㏃䦚徜的⁻冹ヂ弤䈘䈫҉

ℬ䛕▻╷Ὰℬ䛕㞣䠱㺕㊼‸樦
!㺕㊼
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕傀㤌▻的嶤ㅲ⌠枚Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的〣ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧҉

◓⏆▜努⢍⋬䲒㏃ⵍ䐖㗳ケ䳶ヂ弤‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
䣥㫆

ѣ!!
嶤⒬ⶳ䛢䀽偬䛕※㣙㣧ₒ⫃䠱嵫⪴҉
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕㒶㘖㪲▻的嶤ㅲⶳ㪲剹ⴹ⌕䢡䱸҉
ѣ!!
ℬ䛕傀㤌▻的嶤㾲㺮〟⍭〣㛫儛※〟䏪⪱҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬ⶳ䐖♮㛫儛※㒶㘖㪲ᾷ҉
ѣ!ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧㞣的嶤⒬䢡㕒㑶㐜䛢䀽偬的冹ぁ㖎䛢䀽㕿⫡㒁⎧҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡宓䛢㏃䦚徜的⁻冹ヂ弤䈘䈫҉
㈸㋭䒙㷴㌶⢘

ѣ!!
㾲㺮↊⌨Ὸ⏺嶤ㅲⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧҉冹῁的嶤⒬䛕䀬㏸㕿㒁䛢䀽㕿⫡҉
ѣ!!
Ὰℬ䛕㞣的嶤ㅲⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡⁻㕿ごᾷ㒁⎧҉

䈝ⷅ㏃䀬㷁▜努ⶩ厡䛢偬傊僅冮Ⓝ的⁻冹ヂ弤宓䛢҈䂼䛢㏃䈘䈫҉

⌣₃㺕㊼‸樦
!崓◷
ѣ!!
嶤⒬䲆⣕㒶㘖㪲ᾷ҉嶤⒬⁻ᾷ㝦傆‵㒶㘖㪲ョ䉵⍟⎨的㏃⣽⣕㪲ごₒ⫃䠱⣝㝦䳶҉
䣥㫆

䣥㫆㈪⋜

㒶㘖㪲⇫↿▜努ⶩ厡恘⃑ⵠ㏃㔌⣼㒶㘖㪲҉
ѣ!!
咒㒶㘖㪲╾䛌㛲桉的嶤Ά⣝偼暭⛳刁亨的⎴⒬厗姹↛䖳҉
ѣ!!
䛢䀽偬䧡㔌㞣⓮⎳┞栖的⢍㴑嶤刁亨⣝偼暭⛳憈姹䛢䀽偬䠱㢡㔏҉
ѣ!!
嶤⒬㛦懍㒶㘖㪲҉

◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡䈘䈫҈宓䛢㏃▄⃑҉

!㺕㊼
ѣ!咒ⶳ㒶㘖㪲愙嵖㏃⇌‵₃的嶤ㅲⶳ㣙ℬ䛕嶡㞻–Ά㒶㘖㪲ᾭ弤⁑傆ⶦ㝦҉
⺞↚

㺕㊼
咒嬮グ儛㣙㣧╷⌣柱₣的嶤▾㢭慾䠱⾯㛬䱄▐♕嶏㴐䨛䠱グ儛㝦㺂҉
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Ῠ嬮䐦䉦╷㛵
Ῠ嬮䐦䉦╷㛵
⁻㏸㔹⏝彠あ䠱

㓜㒶㘖努

⌕恘㒶㘖努

⏖䛕⋶ⴓ㋌⠕䠱

厗㕏㻸㒴┸䰡努
憆䭺厗㕏㻸㒴┸䰡的⢍冹ク҉㒶㘖⏺的
⅊㔛ῗ℀ㄏ厗㕏㻸㒴┸䰡҉拺▵℀ㄏ☹
䢛䠱憈姹㒶㘖的㢡㢶昵ⶦ㇔的㢡㢶㛵㥉҉
ⶦ㒶㘖㒴ⶩᾭ䢛″䋣䠱

㓜婲儛嵫⣕㪲ご☹㪲剹ᾷ҉县僀䠱㓜⩋㾨〠
䯠䠱㋌孶҉

EsfbnXbwf努
㪲ご▜⁻Ὶㅰ▾ῑ⅔愨愨㗴㗳偓2/7咞ⶥ҉
EsfbnXbwf努愨㦁䠱启⫼㢶※ㄨあ䠱㛫㤫҉

⌕恘县⸂努
⌕恘县⸂努㟜捴䛕⇫㝉㪲剹䠱▾▻ボ㢟ᾷ⓷恘
Ά䛞㪲ご㕽ⅈ䠱㷁⡷㐚㢟䠱偱▵҉

㣧㩝4.E婲儛

Ῠ嬮䐦䉦╷㛵

夺▵䕝ₐ㐭㣜䠱⌕恘㒶㘖努▜憈姹㾞こ㛫㤫҉
剖投㒶㘖偱₣☹ᾷ卯☹⏺卯偱₣▜㕽ⅈ⁻剖投厠
㏸㔹䠱愨㦁㒶㘖҉
ⶦ※剹投҈卭投☹匬則䠱㒶㘖的捴䛕⫇▅䠱㒶㘖
㐭㣜☹䒙䐦䠱僃䮸▜憿㕒慾㏸䠱㋌孶҉勇㥣
䠱本こ▜懇慴▾ᾷ㏃▾Ᾰ䮨勇投偱₣㤒嶰启的
⁻冹ℬ勇㥣▜⁻₨㊼孿こⶦ勇投☹匬投傆‵愨㦁
㒶㘖҉

㒶㘖ョこ▜懇慴䰧㷁氞䠱4.E㒶㘖婲儛憈姹嶰
㜡҉

戒㕔⠕㟫䫧ⷼ
戒㕔⠕⌤⪴㾲㠝҈㟀※枲嶨䠱㟫䫧ⷼ的ℬ㉕▜䡾
孳㒶㘖憈䮸҉㟫䫧ⷼⶳ㒴ⶩ㒶㘖䠱㵼ᾭῗ㴒汑的
㟫䫧▱㒶㘖℉䠱㈜҉
▜䴭│嶰厠县㢺⮬⑬䠱

䊚努
▃㡃⠕※㪲ご☹㪲剹Ᾰ椏的▜㿖㡃ご投☹匝
投҉

棿〡䮸〼嵫儛

䛢⇫㝉努
㪲剹Ά⣝椏䠱孿こ偓⣕231盖276咰⢡⌲的勇㥣
偓⣕:1
咰⢡⌲的▜㧦㔛ῗ❉⬪憈姹嶰㜡҉
捴䛕㢭⋵憈㐭㣜䠱

棿〡䮸〼ⶦ25⸮㏃ₒᾷ䠱⋬䲒㕽ⅈ″⏧䅭䠱㒶
㘖҉ⶦ※㴑䮸〼的⣕厗㕏㻸㒴┸䰡℉慴䮸
Ὶ的㒶㘖愛剖投儛䠱▜嶰咰⢡㐖⸂厠愰䠱
儛的ₒ憯ぁ〡愨䠱剖投儛҉

῝䠱㒶㘖䮸〼努
▜㕽ⅈ㢭℠䠱↊−㒶㘖䮸〼҈ⴶつ㒶㘖䮸〼的☹
㧦㔛㉕䠱䢛䠱䠱㾞こ㛫㤫䮸〼的ₒ╷䂎彠㉕䐦㴷
梭㷯䠱❉⬪䮸〼҉

ℬ䛕䢛䠱╷努㛵

ₐ㢬⾒㒶㘖҉⣕ᾭ叙ⵣずℬ䛕҉
ѣ㛫㤫刹制!

!

ѣ僀宐愨ㅛ䠱刹制挥䞈
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▱投⎳䠱►䮝Ά努
㒶㘖㪲

剖投㒶㘖偱₣
剹投植⥘
▱投⎳䠱►䮝Ά努

ᾷ卯偱₣
㒶㘖愛
皀㒶㘖愛㛣偠※㪲剹ᾷ投皁

㐣㏸

⏺卯偱₣
㪲ご

勇㥣
匬則偱₣
彠あ偱₣

㠧努㏸㣧㛣ⴅ娸
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㪲剹

⌲儛″▜嶰㜡剖投㒶㘖偱
₣儛䠱拺捺҉

▱投⎳䠱►䮝Ά努

剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱拺捺

戒㕔⠕
㪲剹ⴶ⌕婲儛

戒㕔⠕㛣ⴅ娸
㕔⏣䡿

憋㕒▐

㛜㦞

䛢䀽㕿⫡

勇愛

䛢䀽偬
Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠
䛢䀽㕒⌒▐
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▱投⎳䠱►䮝Ά努
戒㕔⠕
戒㕔⠕㟫䫧ⷼ
㒶㘖℉䠱嶡㞻҈憈こ䑣ㆮ☹㴐⣕憈姹䠱㒶㘖䠱ョ
こ☹懌こ䳶㈜ⶳₒⴄ䳓☹䳓▤㟫䫧҉皀嶤╯孮Ᾰ
樢҉皁

厗䮸〼
ℬ䛕䢥ぁ䠱䮸〼►憶㒖䮸〼҉

剖投儛㒶晛

▱投⎳䠱►䮝Ά努

厗䮸〼慽愙㣌枡的㕏㻸㒴┸䰡▻的▜䱸┠ℬ䛕
皳 皵☹皳 皵㒶晛嶰启㒶㘖愛剖投䠱儛҉
⣕❉⬪䮸〼㯎ゼᾸ的ℬ䛕皳 皵☹皳 皵㒶晛▜嶰启
㒶㘖愛䠱儛҉

㒶㘖ョこ㒶晛
ℬ䛕皳皃皵☹皳皅皵㒶晛▜嶰启ⶦ剹投㒶㘖⏧䅭䠱ョ
こ҉

∉㴏㒶晛
╾䛌仔㇒㉲⍢㏃㋌孶㒶㘖㪲慽愙㢶ク㞣嶤㒶Ᾰ㴑㒶
晛҉
⏆㒶㘖㪲䱸┠∉㴏慽愙҉

㷁┸嶰启㒶晛
厗䮸〼慽愙㣌枡的ₒ皀ョ҈Ὶ҈マ皁4䭺嵫儛嶰启㷁
┸ョこ҉

▃㼵㓜㒶晛
▃㼵㏭㢶䠱厗䮸〼慽愙慴䮸Ὶ䠱㓜℉҉

䛢䀽㒶晛
㕒懇㏃⎴㝚戒㕔⠕䠱䛢䀽҉咒⣕㒶㘖㪲慽愙Ὶ㒶Ᾰ㴑
㒶晛的⏆㒶㘖愛憭⢋⏝㛣ⴅ儛▻㒶㘖∉㴏҉
戒㕔⠕䛢䀽㕒懇㞣催吟䈜⁛的⎴㝚㞣㰆吟䈜⁛҉仔㇒
∉㴏㞣偏吟䈜⁛҉
厗䮸〼慽愙㣌枡⬯㥉㒶Ᾰ㴑㒶晛的㒶㘖㪲ⶳ厗㈏
⪺䢡䱸儛҉

勇投嶰启㒶晛
ℬ䛕皳

皵☹皳 皵㒶晛嶰启勇㥣䠱孿こ҉

剹植嶰启㒶晛
ℬ䛕皳 皵☹皳

!崓◷
ѣ!嶤⒬ⶳ㷡㏃⌣₃㽟℀㺩㺿⏝戒㕔⠕ᾷ҉
ѣ!嶤⒬䛕䀬㏸㙺℉戒㕔⠕҉
ѣ!嶤⒬⣽※戒㕔⠕Ὸᾷ的㏃㘁嗪҈忖徼戒㕔⠕的⎴⒬ョ姹㑶㐜戒㕔⠕偬҉
ѣ!嶤⒬䛕ⷃ暽㏃⤇䨙䠱䐖℀㒶┸㒶晛㏃戒㕔⠕㟫䫧ⷼ҉
◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡戒㕔⠕䧡㔌҉
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皵㒶晛嶰启㪲剹䠱⇫㝉孿こ҉

戒㕔⠕㟫䫧ⷼ
㒶㘖℉䠱嶡㞻҈憈こ䑣ㆮ☹㴐⣕憈姹䠱㒶㘖䠱ョこ☹懌こ䳶㈜ⶳₒⴄ䳓☹䳓▤㟫䫧҉
㟫䫧ⷼᾷ䠱ⴄ䳓☹䳓▤⁻■⏝⾓憈姹䮨҉
ℸ⬯皒͒ESFBNXBWF!IDQ.22112͓
戒㕔⠕㟫䫧

㒶㘖懌こ㒶晛

▱投⎳䠱►䮝Ά努

戒㕔⠕0冨䢃⌲投

⣕㕶㓼҈㔣㐀2҈㕶㓼,㔣㐀㣌枡的▜⎳4㨐嶰启㒶㘖愛
䠱懌こ҉

⦧㣙℉㒶晛
䂇愛こ㒶晛
⎳4㨐嶰启㒶㘖愛䠱こ҉

䂇愛㒶㘖㒶晛
▜⣕剹投☹投⎳䂇Ὸ枡憈姹憶㒖҉

剹投㓜㒶㘖㒶晛
䛕※㣧㩝㓜䠱㙺℉҉
͚⎳3㨐皀沅҈皁嶰启㓜䠱ョこ҉

㼵榠㒶晛
㕒懇㏃⎴㝚戒㕔⠕䠱㐙⪝⠕҉

㿖䊚㒶晛
㕔⏣㪲ご☹㪲剹䠱䊚努҉

㷁┸㒶㘖㒶晛
▜憶㒖皳剖投皵҈皳㏸卯皵҈皳㪲ご皵҈皳彠投皵䠱㷁
┸㒶㘖҉
͚⎳4㨐皀ョ҈Ὶ҈マ皁嶰启㷁┸㒶㘖䠱ョこ҉
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ℬ䛕⏺
ѣ!㣙⁔♮ₒ㪲剹ⴹ⌕〠㛫҈㐣㏸☹勇㥣⾟㑳Ᾰ䠱䑣ㆮ⒲婲҉

ℬ䛕⏺的嶤ㅲ婲ᾷ㐣㏸☹勇㥣皀嶤╯冰㕿⢫皁的䋣▻ⶳ㪲剹䢡䱸҉
ѣ!ⵑ㿖⇼㞣的㳟嶰沅ⵑ⌲㿖こℬ䛕㒶㘖㪲的嶤憽㾽嶰沅ⵑ㿖的⎴⒬慴㆘⓴㿖҉ⶳ㣙㣧⁻㿖ⴅ㛫⪱䮨厠㿖㡃䠱ⵑ⌲㞣的

嶤䳶ㄲ2ⶼ㞣⾓■Ὸ▻⌺キ⭸ℬ䛕҉
◓⏆▜努⎧䕝慽愙投傀棟的㞍㺂ⴹ⌕╾㓒㇔努䠱㉲⍢҉

⌠※㛫儛⣧㏭
嶰㜡㪲剹孿こ㞣ῧ戬⋺㙋⏝⩆⩮☹⌣₃䐖♮的嶤䨛↊㒶㘖㪲⏺厠ⶾ䜆㢶51dn䠱䰧枡☹㒶㘖㪲▻厠ⶾ䜆
㢶76dn䠱䰧枡҉
ѣ!嶤⒬⣕㼡ⵑ㏃㧾㒬㏬䳶䀬㷁捺䠱⣝㝦ℬ䛕҉

!㺕㊼

ѣ!▜ⶳ㣙㣧㛫儛⣕〠⤓䠱⣝椏ᾷℬ䛕҉
ѣ!嶤⒬⣕㣯䐖҈䈝ⷅ⫇䠱⣝㝦҈㏃㟜䕜⨰㿖こῧ51͜㏃ₒᾷ䠱⣝㝦ℬ䛕҉
ѣ!嶤⒬ⶳ㣙㣧㛫儛※柠⋶䢡ⶱ䠱⣝㝦的㏃植慾ⅈ㡃⠕⌤䳶沅㿖⣝㝦҉

ℬ䛕⏺

ѣ!ῧ柟㴏㔌⃑⣝㤬☹柺慽愙⠗榠的嶤⣕㒶㘖㪲Ᾰ暧嵫⣝㶜䳶䐖҉

厠ⶾ
76dn

皀嶤⒬ℬ䛕䛢䊚㶜҉皁
ѣ!䛞※㒶㘖㪲愰捺的㛫⏝⣝椏ᾷ㞣嶤㺕㊼Ὰ嬮㔌⃑⣝㤬҉
ѣ!!嶤ⶳ㒶㘖㪲嵫儛⣕徊䭨䛢孳҈㛣榠㣧☹⌣₃榠孳樾嵫⪴2nₒᾷ䠱

⣝㝦҉㤒厗憆⁈嵫⪴䠱〟㐝▜努ヂ弤ク҉
ѣ!咒℀捺211lh䠱⣽⣕㒶㘖㪲ᾷ的⏆㵼2dn3廌捺偓3/6lh҉

厠ⶾ
51dn

㕒懇Ῠ䛢䀽䠱㝦㺂
Υ!ⶳ䛢䀽偬䠱憋㕒▐㕿

Φ!㐀キ㒶㘖㪲剹椏䠱Ῠ

⌒㒶㘖㪲剹椏䠱㕒⌒
▐的䋣▻ⶳ㕿⫡㕿⌒
㕿ご҉

䛢䀽キ⌠҉
⣕戒㕔⠕㟫䫧ⷼᾷぁ
⎧䕝㜴㣙㈜҉

͚!
咒㒶㘖㪲∉䜆⣕Ὶ懁的冹Ῠ䛢䀽⪱※キ◜䑣ㆮ的⏆㒶㘖愛厗憁⢋⏝㛣ⴅ儛皀㪲剹ᾷ投皁的䋣▻∉㴏҉
㒶㘖㪲ⶳ嶰㜡⏊⭸儛冹䮨的䋣▻∉㴏҉

!崓◷

ѣ!嶤⒬ℬ䛕▅┸⠕҉
◓⏆▜努ⶩ厡㛲桉㏃宓䛢҉
ѣ!ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡㕿⌒㕿ご⏺的嶤ㅲ䨛嵑Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠⪱※⌠枚䑣ㆮ҉

!㺕㊼

ѣ!嶤ⶳ䛢䀽㕿⫡╷憋㕒▐ⴹ⌕㕿⌒҉
ѣ!ℬ䛕⏺嶤戢ㅗ㣙ℬ䛕嶡㞻–的⅊㳎㐀キ㏭㢶キ⌠的䨛嵑㣧⠕㴐慽愙҉

:

䨛嵑椏㝆
㩭㦒剹投植⥘☹⌣₃投㢶㞍キ婯㏃䧡㔌҉梭嬮㩭
㦒剹投植⥘ῑ⅔䠱㑶暫㟜◓䐏⢧暮ᾷ҉

㑙弤剖投㒶㘖偱₣ₒ
㩭㦒剹投植⥘䠱椏㝆
㢶㞍キ婯䧡㔌䕝帎҉

剖投㒶㘖偱₣
剹投植⥘

㑶暫

!崓◷

ѣ!㵼㳎㒶㘖Ὸ⏺ㅲ䨛嵑剹投植⥘䠱椏㝆㢶㞍キ婯䧡㔌䕝帎҉嶤㩭㦒⌣₃投的䨛↊椏㝆㞍䧡㔌䕝帎҉咒

ℬ䛕⏺

䨛嵑㑶暫㟜◓
䐏⢧暮ᾷ҉
╾䕝㒶㘖㪲ᾷ㢶䧡㔌的㞍嵧䧡㔌⪱⫔ⶼ的嶤䱸┠∉㴏ℬ䛕的㒁Ᾰ䛢䀽㕿⫡的〣Ά⣝偼暭⛳刁亨҉

㗙㒶㘖㪲䠱㝦㺂
歃⋵的⓴弤㪲剹的⌠枚Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠҉䋣▻的⁻㕿ごῚ㒁⎧䛢䀽㕿⫡҉
⬯⢫㏭䫧的㖎ῑῗ㐣㏸䠱Ᾰ投的㑙弤!!
㪲⳽的䋣▻㗙҉

!㺕㊼

ѣ!嶤⒬⣕愪䑣ㆮᾸ㗙㒶㘖㪲҉
ѣ!㗙慴䮸Ὶ的嶤㺕㊼Ὰ嬮⫦⏝勇҉
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嶰启㒶㘖㪲
㒶㘖㪲䠱⣽㺂
㒶㘖㪲㣗㕒懇䛢䀽㞣的㒶㘖愛懇⎳⾰※㪲剹ᾷ投䠱⾓■ῑ⪱的〣◵僖⢋䑣ㆮ皀㛣ⴅ䑣ㆮ皁ῧ䨛↊
ⴶ⌕的嶤歃⋵䨛嵑㒶㘖愛䠱儛҉咒㒶㘖愛※ᾷ憝ₒ⫃䠱儛的嶤䱸┠㐀キῨ䛢䀽キ⌠的ㄲ㒶㘖愛
憁⢋⏝㛣偠䑣ㆮ▻⌺㌏㌏⣝⣽⌒㒶㘖㪲Ὶ⫛҉
ѣ!勇㥣⓴弤㞣的嶤⒬⣽⣕㪲⳽ᾷ҉

!㺕㊼

◓⏆▜努傆勇㥣⿓㤒慴⫔┸⑈的ⶩ厡㛲桉҉㏃冲的㒶㘖㪲⇫↿▜努ⶩ厡‸㛲㏃▄⃑҉
ѣ!ℬ䛕⏺嶤ⶳ㪲剹ⴹ⌕䢡䱸的䋣▻㧦㔛厗恘℀ㄏ嶰启⇫㝉孿こ的ₒ愨こ㒶㘖䮸〼キ⭸憈姹㒶㘖҉

㪲剹⇫㝉䠱ℬ䛕㝦㺂
љ!⓴弤㪲剹皒
本㒶戒㕔⠕ᾷ䠱剹植嶰启皳 皵㒶晛҉⣕㪲剹慫⏝樱㣌儛㞣㤫キ㒶晛҉
3䭿▻㤫キ㒶晛的㒶㘖㪲ⶳ傔傚厗㈏⪺⏝䢡䱸儛҉

倰曄孧処

љ!㛫Ᾰ㪲剹皒
本㒶戒㕔⠕ᾷ䠱剹植嶰启皳 皵㒶晛҉⣕㪲剹慫⏝樱㣌儛㞣㤫キ㒶晛҉
3䭿▻㤫キ㒶晛的㒶㘖㪲ⶳ傔傚厗⇫㝉⏝ⴹ⌕〠㛫䠱儛҉
ѣ!㪲剹☹勇㥣▜ᾷᾸ刁҉ᾭ㞓㪲剹⇫㝉∉㴏的勇㥣∉㴏҉

嶰启㒶㘖㪲

ѣ!⬯㥉㕒懇㒶㘖㪲剹椏䠱Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的┠▜嶰启㪲剹䠱⇫㝉孿こ҉

!崓◷

ѣ!㛫Ᾰ㪲剹㞣的嶤ㅲ䨛↊☕⢡㹎㢶皀䐦⏘㟜⋬䲒皁☹ⵍ䐖҉

嶤㺕㊼的Ὰ嬮⣕㒶㘖㪲▻椏䲆䱸㏃㛫儛₨ℂ䐖♮҉

勇㥣䠱ℬ䛕㝦㺂
љ!咒梭⓴沅勇㥣皒
本㒶戒㕔⠕ᾷ䠱勇投嶰启皳 皵㒶晛҉
3䭿晌▻▜㤫キ㒶晛的勇㥣ⶳ傔傚⓴沅҉
љ!咒梭㛫Ᾰ勇㥣皒
本㒶戒㕔⠕ᾷ䠱勇投嶰启皳 皵㒶晛҉
3䭿晌▻▜㤫キ㒶晛的勇㥣ⶳ傔傚柺Ᾰ҉
ѣ!⬯㥉㕒懇㒶㘖㪲剹椏䠱Ῠ䛢䀽キ⌠的┠▜嶰启勇㥣䠱孿こ҉
ѣ!㛫Ᾰ勇㥣㞣的嶤ㅲ䨛↊☕⢡㹎㢶皀䐦⏘㟜⋬䲒皁☹ⵍ䐖҉

!崓◷
!㺕㊼
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嶤㺕㊼Ὰ嬮嵖恘℀㏃䐖♮⫦⣕勇㥣Ᾰ㝦҉
ѣ!䛕㏸㑙弤勇㥣㞣的嶤⒬䰮䋣㤫㏸҉
ѣ!勇㥣▗努䛕※匬投☹勇投҉

偾恌孧処

勇投䁾嶰启努
љ!▾Ᾰ䮨勇投偱₣䠱㝦㺂
咒梭䁾勇㥣䠱勇投偱₣的ₒⅬ▾Ᾰ䮨的▜▾Ᾰ㕕勇投҉

!崓◷

ѣ!⣕勇投䁾㣌枡的嶤㺕㊼Ὰ嬮嵖㏸҈勇㏃䐖♮䳶⫦⣕勇㥣偱₣Ὸ枡的㏃⫦⣕勇㥣Ά㒶㘖㪲Ὸ枡҉
⬯㥉㏸҈勇㏃䐖♮䳶婘⫦的ⶩ厡⎧䕝‸㛲҈▄⃑㏃㒶㘖㪲㛲桉҉

剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱ℬ䛕㝦㺂
ⶳ剖投㒶㘖偱₣㛫⣕憯䠱儛҉
⬯㥉㹎㢶㴐䨛㛫儛的厗㕏㻸㒴┸䰡努▜努㞍㺂㴐⾒℉҉

⓴沅偱₣皒
▾ᾷ㕕剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱㥂⥘҉

嶰启㒶㘖㪲

剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱㴐䨛儛

Ᾰ㑶偱₣皒
▾Ᾰ㑶剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱Ᾰ投҉
ⶳ剖投㒶㘖偱₣ῑῗ䲜投
㛫⣕㉕剖投儛҉
љ!㹎㢶剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱㒶㘖㪲䠱ℬ䛕㝦㺂
ⶳ剖投㒶㘖偱₣⢧ⵇ⣕㪲剹䠱ᾷ投的▜Ὰℬ䛕剖投㒶㘖偱₣冹ℬ䛕䂇愛憈姹剖投㒶㘖҉

Υ!⬯⢫㏭䫧的ⶳ剖投㒶㘖偱₣䠱 Φ!㑶⎧ῑ⅔䠱暮⿓҉ⶳ剖

⅔椏冨愙慴㤒҉剖投㒶㘖偱₣
䠱暮⿓㢭⏊※剖投㒶㘖偱₣
䠱▻椏҉
͚偱₣䠱ῑ⅔⣴㢶暮⿓҉

投㒶㘖偱₣▾ᾷ䮨⏝
㪲剹䠱ᾷ投҉

Χ!ⶳ剹投植⥘ῑ⅔▻椏䠱偪㐐亨⏝暮⿓䠱 Ψ!⬯⢫㏭䫧⣽⣕㒶㘖

㐐䣩捹҉

㪲ᾷ的キ⭸㒶㘖҉
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嶰启㒶㘖㪲
剖投☹勇投㒴┸⥘䠱ℬ䛕㝦㺂
剖投㒴┸⥘皀ョ皁㛫儛⣕剖投㒶㘖偱₣⌲҉
⬯㥉㋌孶剖投㒶㘖偱₣㕽ⅈ䠱㒶㘖慴※ョ的▜䛕㒴┸⥘皀愨皁ⶳ⌣㢬㔏҉
⬯㥉憅㟜㋌孶㒶㘖慴※ョ的嶤▃⎧㒴┸⥘҉
͚!
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